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High frequency of fork stalling and fork degradation are associated with DNA
damage accumulation and represent key replication pathologies in cells lacking
BRCA2. As a consequence, these cells enter mitosis with under-replicated DNA,
which leads to interlinks between sister chromatids in anaphase. Failure to
resolve these interlinks causes chromosome mis-segregation, aneuploidy and
micronuclei. Here we show that BRCA2 loss leads to micronuclei formation,
which triggers an innate immune response signalling via activation of the cGASSTING pathway. However, cleavage of these interlinks by the MUS81
endonuclease activates mitotic DNA synthesis (MiDAS), thereby completing
genome replication and ensuring correct chromosome segregation. Which
genomic loci require BRCA2 for their replication and therefore become unstable
upon BRCA2 inactivation remains unknown. Here we label mitotic nascent DNA
and perform EdU-seq to monitor at high-resolution sites where MiDAS occurs in
absence of BRCA2. Our findings reveal that loss of BRCA2 triggers MiDAS at
150 genomic loci, which map within regions replicating in early S phase and are
therefore distinct from aphidicolin-induced common fragile sites. Our results
suggest that BRCA2 inactivation causes replication failure at early-replicating
genomic regions, a subset of which completes replication during mitosis.
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1.1 DNA damage, DNA repair pathways and genome stability
1.1.1 DNA as the molecular basis of genetic information
The human genome consists of linear arrays of nucleotides forming doublestranded DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) molecules assembled into 23 pairs of
chromosomes within the nucleus (Gartler, 2006). A fraction of the genetic
information is also stored on circular DNA within mitochondria (Taanman, 1999),
known as mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). The human genome is highly conserved
among the population, with variations randomly distributed across the genome
(Genomes Project et al., 2010; Genomes Project et al., 2015). Because DNA is
duplicated in a semi-conserved manner (Meselson and Stahl, 1958), all of an
individual’s nucleated cells should, in theory, contain the same genetic
information. There are, however, specific cellular contexts that can lead to
programmed changes in the genetic information. Prominent examples are
lymphocytes undergoing V(D)J recombination (Roth and Craig, 1998; Schatz and
Ji, 2011) and gametes undergoing meiosis (Marston and Amon, 2004).
Importantly, spontaneous changes in the nucleotide sequence can occur as a
consequence of inaccurate DNA replication (e.g., nucleotide mismatch) or of
inaccurate repair of DNA damage (Abbotts and Wilson, 2017; Tubbs and
Nussenzweig, 2017).
DNA damage can arise spontaneously, as a result of cellular metabolism,
or can be caused by exposure to exogenous genotoxic agents. DNA damage can
interfere with DNA replication and transcription and can trigger cellular
senescence or apoptosis. If incorrectly repaired, DNA damage can lead to
mutations, such as point mutations, insertion and deletions (indels), chromosome
rearrangements and chromosome fusions (Abbotts and Wilson, 2017; Tubbs and
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Nussenzweig, 2017). Of note, a DNA alteration, which is highly relevant in the
context of cancer, is DNA methylation (Ehrlich, 2002; Das and Singal, 2004). It
however does not alter nucleotide sequences, but impacts on DNA transcription:
promoter hypermethylation can result in loss of gene expression. DNA
methylation is, however, part of the cell’s epigenome, which is beyond the scope
of this thesis.

1.1.2 Damage of nucleic bases and repair
Spontaneous DNA damage often affects nucleic bases, through deamination of
cytosine, guanine or adenine that can negatively impact on genome stability
(Abbotts and Wilson, 2017). Deamination of cytosine or adenine does not directly
impact on the Watson-Crick base pairing. However, deamination of methylated
cytosine (5-methylcytosine) produces thymidine, which can result in a C-to-T
mutation. This DNA lesion is repaired by the base-excision repair (BER) pathway
(Abbotts and Wilson, 2017; Wu and Zhang, 2017), which requires the G/T
mismatch-specific thymine DNA glycosylase and produces an abasic sites. Such
sites can also result from the spontaneous cleavage of the covalent bound
between the deoxyribose and an adenine or guanine base. Repair of abasic sites
requires the recruitment of the apurinic/apyrimidinic endonucleases APE1 or
APE2, which leads to the formation of a DNA single-strand break (SSB; see
below).
Replication of damaged nucleic bases can also lead to mismatched
Watson-Crick bases. DNA polymerases are error-prone enzymes with an error
rate ranging from 10-3 to 10-7. The high-fidelity polymerases, including DNA
polymerase δ or ε, replicate most of the human genome and exhibit a
proofreading exonuclease activity (Kunkel, 2004; Kunkel and Erie, 2015; Liu,
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Keijzers and Rasmussen, 2017). In contrast, low fidelity DNA polymerases
including polymerase tetha (POLQ), are usually required for translesion synthesis
and lack the proof-reading mechanism, inserting errors at a rate of 10-3 (Arana et
al., 2008). Whilst mismatches do not represent DNA damage per se, they can be
mutagenic and alter gene expression and therefore their detection by the DNA
mismatch repair (MMR) pathway is critical for genome stability. MMR activation
leads to the excision of several hundred nucleotides surrounding the mismatch,
followed by pol δ/ε-dependant DNA re-synthesis and ligation (Kunkel and Erie,
2015; Hsieh and Zhang, 2017).
Nucleic bases can also be damaged by endogenous and exogenous
agents, including reactive oxygen species (ROS) or ultra-violet (UV) light,
respectively. For example, exposure to UV light catalyses the formation of
pyrimidine dimers between two consecutive thymidine or cytosine bases (Rastogi
et al., 2010; Abbotts and Wilson, 2017). Failure to repair pyrimidine dimers
causes increased frequency of C-to-T substitutions and DNA deletions (Sale,
2013). Studies into the genetic and molecular defects underlying the Cockayne
syndrome or xeroderma pigmentosum disorders, led to the discovery of specific
repair mechanisms for bulky DNA lesions, such as UV-induced pyrimidine dimers
(Cleaver, Lam and Revet, 2009; Vaisman and Woodgate, 2017). Indeed,
Cockayne syndrome patients suffer from photosensitivity and neurological
disorders caused by deleterious mutations in the ERCC6 (sometimes referred to
as CSB) or ERCC8 (or CSA) genes, whose products are essential for nucleotide
excision repair (NER) (Cleaver, Lam and Revet, 2009). The NER pathway
detects bulky DNA lesions and promotes the excision of 22-32 nucleotides
around the lesion, which results in a single-stranded DNA gap. Subsequently,
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DNA polymerases and ligases are required to re-synthesise DNA and complete
the repair.

1.1.3 Mechanisms of SSB repair
SSBs are obligate intermediates in several repair pathways, including BER, NER
and MMR. Oxidative attack of the deoxyribose constitutive of the DNA backbone
by ROS represent a well-characterised source of SSBs. Importantly, direct sugar
disintegration leads to lesions of the 5’-phosphate or 3’-hydroxyl groups, which
are particularly cytotoxic (Kathe, Shen and Wallace, 2004). SSBs are deleterious
lesions because they can cause replication fork stalling (see below) or can be
converted to DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs).
SSB repair pathways are essential for the repair of SSBs arising during
BER or NER and resembles the repair of direct SSBs (Caldecott, 2008; Abbotts
and Wilson, 2017). Consequently, these different repair mechanisms are
considered to be sub-pathways of SSB repair pathway (Caldecott, 2008). Four
steps define the SSB repair pathway: 1) SSB detection and signalling; 2) 5’- and
3’-termini processing; 3) DNA gap filling; 4) DNA ligation. For example, ROSinduced SSBs are detected by members of the poly [ADP-ribose] (PAR)
polymerase (PARP) family, which conjugate PAR units to proteins present at the
break, including itself, in a process known as PARylation. Conversely,
dePARylation is mediated by the PAR glycohydrolase (PARG). PARylation and
dePARylation events facilitate the recruitment of the SSB repair protein XRCC1,
which acts as a scaffold for the recruitment and assembly of further SSB repair
factors. Amongst those, DNA end processing enzymes, such as DNA polymerase
β, FEN-1 or APE1, are required to remove damaged 5’- or 3’-flaps, thus allowing
access of DNA polymerases, for instance the previously mentioned Pol δ/ε, to fill
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the DNA gap, and of DNA ligases to covalently attach the newly synthesis DNA
to the original DNA strand.

Fig. 1.1. Repair pathway for SSBs.
SSBs are detected by PARP1, which PARylation activity is counteracted
by PARG. These events trigger the recruitment of downstream repair
factors, including the XRCC1 scaffold protein. Next, damaged DNA ends
are processed by Polβ, FEN-1 or APE1 in preparation for DNA gap filling
and ligation. Upon short-patch repair. Polβ and LIG3 are responsible for
the synthesis of the missing nucleotide and its ligation, respectively. Upon
long-patch repair, Pol δ/ε synthesise 2–12 nucleotides and LIG1
catalyses DNA ligation.

1.1.4 Mechanisms of DSB repair
DSBs may arise from unrepaired SSB, from exposure to DNA damaging agents,
such as the TOP1 poison etoposide, ionising radiation (IR) or crosslinking agents
including platinum drugs, or from the collapse of stalled replication forks (Chang
et al., 2017; Scully et al., 2019). DSBs are less frequent, yet more cytotoxic than
SSBs (Abbotts and Wilson, 2017; Chang et al., 2017). Moreover, these lesions
21

are highly mutagenic as illustrated by increased tumorigenesis onset after
exposure to IR (Gilbert, 2009), a source of DSBs routinely used in the clinic for
cancer treatment (Baskar et al., 2012). DSB detection by the heterotrimeric
complex MRN, formed by MRE11, RAD50 and NBS1, stimulates ATM, which
initiates the cellular DNA damage response (DDR,(Abbotts and Wilson, 2017;
Blackford and Jackson, 2017; Chang et al., 2017)). ATM kinase activity is
required to orchestrate DSB repair and/or to phosphorylate p53, which arrests
cell cycle progression (Banin et al., 1998; Canman et al., 1998).
ATM activation triggers two main DNA DSB repair pathways: nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) and homologous recombination (HR).
Alternative end-joining (sometimes referred to as microhomology-mediated end
joining) and single-strand annealing (SSA) rely on the annealing of short
homologous sequences and are considered to be backup repair pathways
(Ceccaldi, Rondinelli and D'Andrea, 2016; Chang et al., 2017; Scully et al., 2019).
Whilst NHEJ is active both in interphase, HR repair is restricted to S and G2
phases, where a sister chromatid is available as a template for repair (Hustedt
and Durocher, 2016). Because it uses an intact DNA molecule as template, HR
is considered the most accurate DSB repair pathway. Whether NHEJ is indeed
mutagenic is still unclear, as increasing evidence suggests that either failed
NHEJ or its illegitimate activation can lead to toxic DSB repair (Zong et al., 2015;
Balmus et al., 2019).
The choice of DNA repair pathway at a given DSB is not only regulated by
the cell cycle stage, but also by the type of DNA ends. Blunt or short singlestranded DNA ends are preferentially repaired by NHEJ, whilst long singlestranded DNA ends favour HR (Chang et al., 2017; Scully et al., 2019).
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Consistently, 53BP1 (Bunting et al., 2010), RIF1 (Chapman et al., 2013;
Di Virgilio et al., 2013; Escribano-Diaz et al., 2013; Zimmermann et al., 2013) and
REV7 (also known as MAD2L2; (Boersma et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2015)) act
together to counteract DNA end resection at DSBs and promote NHEJ. Recent
studies showed that SHLD3 binds to RIF1 to recruit REV7 to DSBs. REV7 and
SHLD3 interact with SHLD1-SHLD2 to form the Shieldin complex (Dev et al.,
2018; Ghezraoui et al., 2018; Gupta et al., 2018; Mirman et al., 2018;
Noordermeer et al., 2018). Upon its recruitment, SHLD2 is believed to bind to
ssDNA at the DSB and protect DNA ends from resection. Whether ssDNA is
required for the assembly of the Shieldin complex and which factors promote the
formation of ssDNA at Shieldin-protected DSBs remain unknown (Noordermeer
and van Attikum, 2019). The heterotrimeric CST complex, formed by CTC1,
STN1 and TEN1, also impact on DSB repair pathway choice by counteracting
resection. Indeed, the CST complex interacts with the Shieldin complex and is
recruited to DSBs (Mirman et al., 2018), where it promotes Pol α-mediated fill-in
DNA synthesis of resected ends (Barazas et al., 2018; Mirman et al., 2018).
Consistent with their functions at DSBs, loss of 53BP1, RIF1 or of members of
the Shieldin or CST complexes restores HR and causes resistance to PARP
inhibitors in BRCA1-deleted cells (Noordermeer and van Attikum, 2019).
The recruitment of the heterodimeric Ku70-Ku80 complex to each DNA
end constitutes the first step of DSB repair by NHEJ. Next, two DNA-PKcs
molecules interact with the Ku heterodimers to form the DNA-PK complex.
Bridging of the broken ends through the DNA-PK complex creates a “long-range”
synaptic complex (Scully et al., 2019). The recruitment of XRCC4, LIG4, XLF and
PAXX (Tadi et al., 2016) permits the alignment of broken DNA ends and the
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formation of a “short-range” synaptic complex (Scully et al., 2019). ATM-mediated
DNA-PKcs phosphorylation is required to recruit Artemis and specialised DNA
polymerases to process DNA ends. Finally, DNA-PKcs autophosphorylation
promotes DNA end ligation (Jiang et al., 2015).
DSB repair by HR requires formation of long single-strand DNA
overhangs at the DSB site (Chang et al., 2017; Scully et al., 2019). Whilst the
importance of BRCA1 in promoting DNA end resection is yet unclear (Tarsounas
and Sung, 2020), the nucleolytic activity of the MRN complex and the CtIP protein
are required to initiate resection (Sartori et al., 2007). Other factors further
promote long-range DNA resection, including the EXO1 and DNA2 nucleases, as
well as the BLM helicase (Scully et al., 2019). The newly generated singlestranded DNA is rapidly coated by the heterotrimeric RPA complex, which
prevents its degradation or annealing to another single-stranded DNA. Next, the
BRCA1-BARD1 complex (Tarsounas and Sung, 2020) cooperates with PALB2
(Xia et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2009; Zong et al., 2019; Belotserkovskaya et al.,
2020) and the BRCA2-DSS1 complex (Pellegrini et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2002)
to promote the exchange of RPA with RAD51 on single-stranded DNA (Ogawa
et al., 1993; Sung, 1994). BRCA1-BARD1 (Zhao et al., 2017) and RAD54
(Petukhova, Stratton and Sung, 1998; Mazina and Mazin, 2004) stimulate
RAD51-mediated invasion the sister chromatid and homology search
(Petukhova, Stratton and Sung, 1998) (Bugreev and Mazin, 2004; Xu et al.,
2017b). Annealing of the RAD51-nucleoprotein filament to a complementary
sequence within the homologous sister chromatid strand displaces the noncomplementary strand, to form a displacement loop (D-loop). The second RAD51
nucleofilament anneals to the displaced strand and generates a four-way
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branched DNA structure called double Holliday junction. Alternatively, synthesisdependent strand annealing (SDSA) promotes the re-annealing of the invading
strand with the non-invading, second DSB DNA end. The invaded strand serves
as a template for pol δ-dependant DNA synthesis. Subsequent gap filling and
ligation complete DNA repair (Scully et al., 2019).
Double-strand break repair (DSBR) promote the formation of double
Holliday junction, where both DSB DNA ends anneal to their complementary
sister chromatid strand. Two distinct pathways may promote resolution of the
double Holliday junction, which is required to complete of HR repair (Figure 2 (Li
and Heyer, 2008; Tarsounas and Sung, 2020)). Resolution of double Holliday
junctions by the scaffold protein complex SLX1-SLX4 and nucleases such as
MUS81 or GEN1 can lead to chromosomal crossover. In contrast, non-crossover
dissolution of double Holliday junctions requires the interaction of BLM, TOPIIIα,
RMI1 and RMI2. It is noteworthy that a break-induced replication (BIR), which
has been described as a third pathway for D-loop resolution in yeast, is involved
in the repair of collapsed replication forks in human cells (Costantino et al., 2014;
Sotiriou et al., 2016). In this pathway, the invading strand uses the sister
chromatid to replicate the entire distal part of the chromosome.

1.2 Stalled replication forks as a source of genomic instability
1.2.1 Functions of BRCA2 at stalled replication forks
Replication fork barriers, such as DNA crosslinks, DNA-protein crosslinks, 3’
adducts or abasic sites, impede the progression of the replisome, leading to
replication fork stalling. This is caused by uncoupling of the helicase and
polymerase activities and leads to accumulation of single stranded DNA (Byun et
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al., 2005; Saldivar, Cortez and Cimprich, 2017; Berti, Cortez and Lopes, 2020).
Several pathways have been shown to act at stalled replication forks to promote
their restart and stabilisation, and to prevent DNA damage (Saldivar, Cortez and
Cimprich, 2017; Berti, Cortez and Lopes, 2020). For example, transcriptionreplication conflicts have been shown to cause replication fork stalling (Hamperl
et al., 2017; Macheret and Halazonetis, 2018; Chappidi et al., 2020) and underlie
oncogene-induced replication stress. Similarly, spontaneous or chemicallyinduced stabilisation of the topoisomerase-1 or topoisomerase-2 complexes
prevents replication fork progression. Whilst BRCA2 protects stalled replication
forks (see below), the SPRTN or FAM111A proteases orchestrate the resolution
of the DNA-protein crosslink (Ruggiano and Ramadan, 2021). BRCA1 has also
been proposed to act with MRE11 as an alternative pathway for the resolution of
topoisomerase-2-DNA adducts (Aparicio et al., 2016; Sasanuma et al., 2018).
BRCA2 acts at stalled replication forks, thereby preventing DNA damage
accumulation (Lomonosov et al., 2003). BRCA2 also interacts with RAD51
nucleoprotein filament assembled at stalled forks to prevent the nucleolytic
degradation of nascent DNA (Schlacher et al., 2011; Schlacher, Wu and Jasin,
2012). It was later shown that BRCA2 acts downstream of fork remodelling,
where the classic three-branch fork is converted into a four-branch structure,
called reversed fork (sometimes referred as “chicken foot” structure). This
process requires RAD51 (Zellweger et al., 2015; Bhat and Cortez, 2018) but here
RAD51 loading is independent of BRCA2. Instead, the DNA translocases HLTF
(Kile et al., 2015; Bai et al., 2020), SMARCAL (Couch et al., 2013), ZRANB3
(Ciccia et al., 2012; Weston, Peeters and Ahel, 2012; Vujanovic et al., 2017) or
the DNA helicase FBH1 (Fugger et al., 2015) have been shown to promote
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reversal of stalled replication forks. BRCA2, however, stabilises the RAD51
nucleofilament on reversed forks to prevents their nucleolytic degradation
(Kolinjivadi et al., 2017; Mijic et al., 2017; Taglialatela et al., 2017). Fork reversal
therefore generates a structure vulnerable to fork degradation in BRCA2-deficient
cells, and suppression of fork remodelling restores fork stability, thus leading to
therapy resistance (Kolinjivadi et al., 2017; Mijic et al., 2017; Schlacher, 2017;
Taglialatela et al., 2017; Noordermeer and van Attikum, 2019).
RECQ1 restores the classical three-branch structure in a process call branch
migration (Berti, Cortez and Lopes, 2020) and permits to restart reversed forks
following the repair of the replication fork barrier. BRCA2 may also promote the
restart of stalled replication forks via template switch, which resembles the strand
invasion step of HR repair reactions (Fig. 1.2). Indeed, Brh2, a yeast (Ustilago
maydis) ortholog of human BRCA2, has been shown to promote template switch
both in vivo (Mazloum and Holloman, 2009) and in vitro (Giannattasio et al.,
2014). Other studies showed that RAD51 promotes the restart of stalled
replication forks in human cells (Lambert et al., 2010; Petermann et al., 2010;
Zimmer et al., 2016). Whilst fork restart results in double Holliday junctions, it is
unclear whether template switch is initiated at intact stalled replication forks or
after MUS81-dependent cleavage of the stalled fork (Hanada et al., 2007;
Petermann et al., 2010). Moreover, recent evidence suggest that template switch
follows re-priming-mediated lesion by-pass (Fig. 1.3 ; (Berti, Cortez and Lopes,
2020)).
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Fig. 1.2. Repair pathways for DSBs.
DSBs are detected by the MRN complex which recruits ATM to
orchestrate DSB repair (not shown). Top: Non-homologous end-joining
(NHEJ) is initiated by the binding of Ku70/80 to DNA ends, which
promotes the recruitment of DNA-PKcs to form a “long-range” synaptic
complex. The recruitment of XRCC4-LIG4 and XLF-PAXX brings DNA
ends together to form a “short-range” synaptic complex. The nuclease
Artemis acts with Pol λ and Pol μ to process DNA ends. Finally, DNAPKcs autophosphorylation promotes end-joining. Bottom: Schematic
representation of the homologous recombination (HR) repair pathway.
The endonuclease activity of MRE11 initiates DNA resection and its
exonuclease activity promote short-range (3’-5’) resection. EXO1 and
DNA2 promote long-range (5’-3’) resection. BRCA1, PALB2 and BRCA2
target RAD51 to ssDNA, where it displaces RPA (not shown). Invasion of
the sister chromatid by the RAD51 nucleofilament results in the formation
of a D-loop (left). Capture of the displaced strand generate a double
Holliday junction (right). Disassembly of the D-loop leads is a noncrossover pathway. “Dissolution” or “resolution” of double Holliday
junctions are non-crossover or crossover pathways, respectively. Sister
chromatids are shown in yellow. Newly synthesised DNA is shown as
dashed lines. SDSA: synthesis-dependent strand annealing; DSBR:
double-strand break repair.
An alternative fork restart pathway requires PrimPol-mediated re-priming
downstream of the DNA lesions (Mouron et al., 2013). Because re-priming does
not require fork remodelling (Bai et al., 2020; Quinet et al., 2020), PrimPol has
been associated with increased fork stability and therapy resistance in BRCA2deficient cells (Quinet et al., 2020). PrimPol-mediated fork restart is, however,
associated with ssDNA gaps (Piberger et al., 2020; Quinet et al., 2020), which
undergo post-replicative repair (Berti, Cortez and Lopes, 2020). Whilst the exact
function of BRCA2 at these sites is not clearly established, a recent study
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reported a DSB-independent role of HR in ssDNA gap-filling (Piberger et al.,
2020). This suggests that BRCA2 may not only act at stalled replication forks, but
is also required to promote genome stability downstream, following BRCA2independent fork restart.

1.2.2 Restart of stalled replication forks in BRCA2-deficient
cells
In addition to PrimPol-mediated DNA re-priming, translesion DNA synthesis
represents another tolerance mechanism, which requires specific polymerases,
such a DNA polymerase eta (Pol η). These low-fidelity polymerases are
specialised in the replication of damaged nucleic bases (Sale, 2013; Vaisman
and Woodgate, 2017).
Additionally, MUS81 is known to promote fork restart by creating a
substrate to initiate HR in a BRCA2-dependent manner (Hanada et al., 2007;
Petermann et al., 2010). However, recent reports proposed a role of MUS81 in
BRCA2-independent fork restart (Lemacon et al., 2017; Rondinelli et al., 2017).
Cleavage of stalled replication forks by MUS81 rescues nascent DNA
degradation and activates a break-induced repair (BIR)-like repair, which requires
POLD3 (Lemacon et al., 2017). It is noteworthy that MUS81 is involved in mitotic
BIR mechanisms following replication stress. Indeed, MUS81 activates mitotic
DNA synthesis (MiDAS) at under-replicated loci (Minocherhomji et al., 2015),
including in the context of BRCA2 deficiency (see below; (Feng and Jasin, 2017;
Lai et al., 2017).
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Fig. 1.3. Mechanisms of stabilisation and restart of stalled
replication forks.
Replication fork barriers cause helicase-polymerase uncoupling and
accumulation of RPA-coated ssDNA. (A) Schematic representation of
fork reversal and protection. RAD51 monomers compete with RPA for
binding at ssDNA and form transient, unstable filaments. The recruitment
of DNA translocases promotes fork reversal, whilst RECQ5 counteracts
it. BRCA2 stabilises RAD51 nucleofilaments on ssDNA, which protects
reversed

forks

from

nucleolytic

degradation.

(B)

Schematic

representation of fork restart. During template switch (right), RAD51
loading onto the ssDNA promotes the annealing of the parental strands
and allows the replication to resume using the nascent strand (orange
strand) as a template for DNA synthesis. Alternatively, PrimPol-mediated
re-priming (left) promotes DNA synthesis downstream of the replication
fork barrier. The ssDNA gap can be refilled by translesion DNA synthesis
(not shown) or template switch reactions. Newly synthesised DNA is
shown as dashed lines.

1.3 Chromosome fragility
1.3.1 Common fragile sites
Cytogeneticists identified gaps or breaks within condensed mitotic chromosome
(Glover et al., 1984; Sutherland, 2003). In particular, treatment with aphidicolin
revealed the presence of chromosome gaps at non-random loci, termed common
fragile sites (Glover et al., 1984). To date, 86 common fragile sites have been
identified by cytogenetics studies (Wilson et al., 2015). These sites correlate with
chromosome rearrangements in cancers and thus, common fragile sites have
been associated with tumorigenesis (Glover, Wilson and Arlt, 2017; Debatisse
and Rosselli, 2019).
Common fragile sites map to late replicating regions (Le Beau et al., 1998;
Debatisse and Rosselli, 2019). Given that premature mitotic entry recapitulated
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aphidicolin-induced breaks at common fragile sites (El Achkar et al., 2005), it was
suggested that common fragile sites correspond to under-replicated genomic
regions upon mitotic entry. Indeed, under-replicated DNA was observed at fragile
sites, including common fragile sites, in the form of DNA bridges in anaphase,
which are flanked by FANCD2 foci (Chan et al., 2009; Naim and Rosselli, 2009).
The recruitment of structure-specific nucleases MUS81-EME1 and XPF-ERCC1
to these anaphase bridges promotes their cleavage and faithful chromosome
segregation (Naim et al., 2013; Ying et al., 2013; Duda et al., 2016; Lai et al.,
2017). The Bloom syndrome helicase BLM has also been shown to be essential
for this process (Chan, North and Hickson, 2007; Chan et al., 2009; Naim et al.,
2013; Chan, Fugger and West, 2018). It was therefore proposed that mitotic
chromosome breakage followed by MiDAS is a controlled mechanism, which
prevents chromosome mis-segregation, cytokinesis failure or micronucleation at
under-replicated regions, including common fragile sites.
Unresolved anaphase bridges are visible as 53BP1 nuclear bodies in
subsequent G1 phase (Harrigan et al., 2011; Lukas et al., 2011). In particular,
treatment with low dose aphidicolin leads to the formation of 53BP1 nuclear
bodies at common fragile sites. A recent report proposed that these lesions are
repaired in the subsequent S phase, in a RAD52-dependent manner (Spies et
al., 2019).
The mechanisms underlying genome under-replication at common fragile
sites have been extensively studied yet have only been partially uncovered
(Glover, Wilson and Arlt, 2017; Debatisse and Rosselli, 2019). In addition to being
late replicating, common fragile sites often map to large, actively transcribed
genes (Helmrich, Ballarino and Tora, 2011; Okamoto et al., 2018; Pentzold et al.,
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2018; Macheret et al., 2020). The paucity of replication origins also governs
common fragile site expression (Le Tallec et al., 2011; Letessier et al., 2011).
Finally, several reports linked chromosome fragility, including at common fragile
sites, to replication fork stalling (Ozeri-Galai et al., 2011; Tubbs et al., 2018).

1.3.2 Other fragile sites
Aphidicolin-induced common fragile sites have been extensively studied, yet
chromosome fragility at other sites have also been described. For example,
folate-sensitive regions are fragile sites and were describe even before common
fragile sites (Sutherland, 2003). These sites lie within micro- or mini-satellites
repeats acquiring unusual structures, such as hairpins (Zlotorynski et al., 2003).
More recently, early replicating fragile sites (ERFSs) have been identified
upon hydroxyurea (HU)-induced replication in murine B lymphocytes (Barlow et
al., 2013). The presence of repetitive deoxyadenosine and deoxythymidine
(poly(dA:dT)) tracts may promote replication fork stalling and obstruct their restart
(Tubbs et al., 2018). Similar to common fragile sites, ERFSs also correlate with
transcription and are sensitive to ATR inhibition (Barlow et al., 2013).

1.3.3 Mitotic DNA synthesis (MiDAS)
EdU foci were detected in mitosis in asynchronous U2OS cells treated with lowdose aphidicolin and pulse-labelled with EdU. Because the duration of the EdU
pulse was relatively short compared to the rate of mitotic progression following
its onset, it was suggested that the presence of EdU foci in anaphase is unlikely
to result from DNA synthesis in interphase. This shed light on MiDAS as
compensatory mechanism activated at under-replicated loci in cells exposed to
replication stress (Minocherhomji et al., 2015).
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Following release from CDK1 inhibitor (RO-3306)-mediated G2 arrest,
mitotic EdU foci were detected at FANCD2-labelled common fragile sites. Indeed,
MiDAS occurred at apparent chromosome gaps and at known common fragile
sites, as shown by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) experiments
(Minocherhomji et al., 2015). The authors showed that activation of MiDAS
depended on the SLX4 scaffold protein-mediated recruitment of MUS81-EME1
(Minocherhomji et al., 2015) and RAD52 (Bhowmick, Minocherhomji and
Hickson, 2016). MUS81 and RAD52 were also required for the recruitment of
POLD1 and POLD3, the catalytic and non-catalytic subunits of Pol δ,
respectively. Importantly, POLD3 co-localised with EdU foci and its depletion
abrogated MiDAS (Minocherhomji et al., 2015). A recent study in Caenorhabditis
elegans showed that the recruitment of FANCD2 and of MiDAS-promoting factors
at under-replicated loci follows TRAIP-mediated replisome disassembly
(Sonneville et al., 2019).
Because studies on MiDAS often uses CDK1 inhibition as a mean to
reversibly block cells in G2, it remains unclear whether high CDK1 activity alone
or whether mitotic entry elicits the detection of under-replicated loci remains
unclear. Indeed, CDK1 activity promotes the phosphorylation and activation of
MUS81 and EME1 (Duda et al., 2016; Palma et al., 2018). Moreover, mitotic
kinases are required for the TRAIP-catalysed ubiquitination of MCM7 by and its
subsequent disassembly (Deng et al., 2019; Priego Moreno et al., 2019;
Sonneville et al., 2019). However, Minocherhomji and colleagues showed that
depletion of SMC2, and thus abrogation of chromosome condensation, prevented
MiDAS in aphidicolin-treated cells released from G2 block. Whether common
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fragile expression caused by premature chromosome condensation (El Achkar et
al., 2005) is associated with activation of MiDAS has yet not been tested.
Because RAD52 and POLD3 are involved in BIR of stalled replication forks
(Costantino et al., 2014; Sotiriou et al., 2016), it has been hypothesised that
MiDAS acts as a BIR pathway occurs via conservative DNA synthesis
(Minocherhomji et al., 2015; Bhowmick, Minocherhomji and Hickson, 2016;
Macheret et al., 2020).
Inactivation of MiDAS caused by MUS81, RAD52 or POLD3 depletion, or
by chemical inhibition of RAD52 or of DNA synthesis with high-dose aphidicolin
lead to increase 53BP1 nuclear bodies in the subsequent G1, micronuclei
formation and reduced survival (Minocherhomji et al., 2015; Bhowmick,
Minocherhomji and Hickson, 2016). Moreover, error in the repair of underreplicated loci via activation of MiDAS has been proposed to promote genomic
duplications at common fragile sites (Macheret et al., 2020). The exact
consequences of MiDAS on chromosome fragility, replication stress tolerance
and genomic instability are yet not fully understood.
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Fig. 1.4. Model of MiDAS at under-replicated loci.
Upon mitotic entry, TRAIP-mediated ubiquitination of the CMG (Cdc45MCM-GINS) helicase triggers its disassembly whilst SMC2 promotes
chromosome condensation. This exposes replication forks at underreplicated loci which are marked by FANCD2 and the SLX4 scaffold
protein. SLX4 recruits RAD52 and MUS81-EME1 leading to fork
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cleavage, D-loop formation and POLD3-mediated conservative DNA
synthesis. Newly synthesised DNA is shown as dashed lines.

1.3.4 BRCA2 inactivation in chromosome fragility and
instability
BRCA2-deficient cells were shown to exhibit mitotic abnormalities comparable to
those caused by aphidicolin-treatment, suggesting that BRCA2 functions in
preventing chromosome fragility. In particular, BRCA2 abrogation leads to
anaphase bridges, chromosome mis-segregation and 53BP1 nuclear bodies
(Feng and Jasin, 2017; Lai et al., 2017). BRCA2 abrogation also triggers
spontaneous MiDAS at FANCD2-labelled sites (Feng and Jasin, 2017; Lai et al.,
2017; Graber-Feesl et al., 2019), suggesting that MiDAS plays a key role in
maintaining chromosome integrity in the absence of BRCA2.
BRCA2 has also been proposed to activate the spindle assembly
checkpoint by facilitating the acetylation of BUBR1 (Ehlen et al., 2021). More
recently, BRCA2 has been shown to promote proper chromosome alignment in
metaphase and, thus preventing chromosome mis-segregation (Ehlen et al.,
2020). Indeed, phosphorylated BRCA2 interacts with PLK1, BUBR1 and the
PP2A phosphatase, which activity counteracts Aurora B-mediated destabilisation
of kinetochore-microtubule attachment. This suggests that BRCA2 function in
chromosome integrity is not only dependant on its role in interphase but also to
its DDR-independent mitotic activity (Ehlen et al., 2021).

1.4 Research aims
The research presented here provides a better understanding of the causes and
consequences of the chromosome instability cause by BRCA2 abrogation. In a
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first part, we aim to elucidate the transcriptional adaptation caused by BRCA2
abrogation and their implication on cellular signalling (Chapter 3). In a second
part, we provide new insights into the mechanisms underlying mitotic
abnormalities, in particular MiDAS activation, caused by BRCA2 abrogation.
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Chapter 2
Material and methods
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2.1 Cell lines and cell culture
Cell lines were cultivated at 37˚C in 5% CO 2. Human non-small-cell lung
carcinoma H1299 and invasive ductal breast cancer MDA-MB-231 cells carrying
a doxycycline (DOX)-inducible shRNA against BRCA2 (H1299+shBRCA2DOX and
MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX) cells were grown as monolayer in Dulbecco’s
Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum
(FBS), certified tetracycline-free. Expression of shRNA against BRCA2 was
induced by adding 2 µg/mL DOX in the growth medium. The shRNA-expressing
cell lines were previously established (Zimmer et al 2016). In brief, the shRNA
sequence (GAG AAU GUC UCA CAA AUA A) was cloned into pLKO-Tet-On and
introduced into cells using lentiviral infection.
H1299 cells harbour TP53 deletion and heterozygous NRAS (NRAS
Q61K) mutation, which increased signalling activates the MAPK pathway to
enhance cell proliferation and motility (Song, Liu and Zhang, 2017). MDA-MB231 cells harbour homozygous gain-of-function mutation in TP53 (p53 R280K
(Ghosh et al., 2021)), MAPK pathway activation via KRAS (G13D) and BRAF
(G464V) mutations (Hollestelle et al., 2010; Bracht et al., 2019; McFall et al.,
2020) and CDKN2A deletion (Hollestelle et al., 2010).
For the 28-day time course, 500’000 cells were seeded in a T75 in order
to establish a mass cell culture for each condition (H1299+shBRCA2DOX and
MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX, ±DOX). Cells were passaged every fourth day
using trypsin, and 500’000 cells were seeded in the same flask, to maintain the
mass cell culture. 1’300’000 and 500’000 cells were seeded in a T75 and were
collected for Western Blotting two (e.g., at day 2, 6, 10, etc. of the 28-day period)
or four days later (e.g., at day 4, 8, 12, etc. of the 28-day period), respectively.
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160’000 and 60’000 cells were seeded in a 6-well and were collected for
quantitative RT-PCR two or four days later, respectively. Passaged cells were
grown in fresh medium and DOX was added where appropriate.

2.2 RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq)
RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions and quantified using RiboGreen (Invitrogen) on the
FLUOstar OPTIMA plate reader (BMG Labtech). Input material was normalized
to 1 µg prior to library preparation. The TruSeq Stranded mRNA kit (Illumina) was
used according to the manufacturer’s instructions for poly(A) transcript
enrichment and strand specific library preparation. Libraries were amplified on a
Tetrad (Bio-Rad) and individual libraries were normalized using Qubit. Individual
libraries were pooled together. Each library aliquot was denatured and further
diluted prior to loading on the sequencer. Paired-end sequencing was performed
using a HiSeq4000 75 base pair platform (Illumina), generating a raw read count
of > 22 million reads per sample.

2.3 RNA-seq data processing
RNA-seq reads were aligned to the human reference genome (GRCh37) using
HISAT245 and duplicate reads removed using the Picard MarkDuplicates tool
(Broad Institute). Reads mapping uniquely to Ensembl-annotated genes were
summarised using featureCounts. The R/BioConductor environment for analysis
of the raw count gene matrix. Genes with less than 10 reads in more than three
samples were removed and sets of 14,000–15,000 genes remained for
differential gene expression analysis.
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2.4 Differential gene expression analysis
The analyses were carried out using the R package DESeq2. Differentially
expressed genes were identified based on their false discovery rate (FDR) using
Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-values <0.05 and absolute value of Log 2(Fold
change). Absolute value of Log2(Fold change) > 0.5 was used to determine
differentially expressed genes expression between H1299+shBRCA2DOX treated
with DOX or not (+DOX vs -DOX) or MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX treated with
DOX or not (+DOX vs -DOX). Absolute value of Log2(Fold change) > 0.3 was
used to determine differentially expressed genes common to both cell lines.

2.5 Quantitative RT-PCR
Cells were grown in the presence or absence of DOX for a 28-day period and
were passaged every four days in order to be 70-90% confluent two or four days
later. RNA was extracted using TRIzol reagent and the SYBR Green cells-to-CT
kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used according to the manufacturer’s
instruction to generate complementary DNA (cDNA). The SensiMix SYBR NoROX kit (Bioline) was used to prepare 10 µL reactions using 0.2 µL of cDNA and
10 µM forward and reverse primers. Quantitative PCR was performed in 384-well
plates using the QuantStudio 5 Real-Time PCR System (Thermo Fisher
Scientific). Gene expression was normalised to housekeeping genes ACTB and
expressed relative to day 2 of treatment using the Livak 2-ΔΔCT method.
Table 2.1. Primer pairs used for RT-qPCR.
Target

Forward primer

Reverse primer

ACTB

5’- ATTGGCAATGAGCGGTTC

5’- GGATGCCACAGGACTCCAT

IFI6

5’- TCGCTGATGAGCTGGTCTGC

5’- ATTACCTATGACGACGCTGC

IFIT1

5’- TACCTGGACAAGGTGGAGAA

5’- GTGAGGACATGTTGGCTAGA

IFIT2

5’- TGTGCAACCTACTGGCCTAT

5’- TTGCCAGTCCAGAGGTGAAT
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ISG15

5’- GCGAACTCATCTTTGCCAGTA

5’- CCAGCATCTTCACCGTCAG

OAS1

5’- CGCCTAGTCAAGCACTGG TA

5’- CAGGAGCTCAGGGCATA

OAS2

5’- TCCAGGGAGTGGCCATAG

5’- TCTGATCCTGGAATTGTTTTAAGTC

2.6 Western blotting
Cells were lysed using loading buffer (0.16 M Tris pH 8, 4% sodium dodecyl
sulfate-polyacrylamide (SDS), 20% glycerol, 0.01% bromophenol blue)
supplemented with 100 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), and protease and phosphatase
inhibitor cocktails (Roche). Samples were sonicated for 3 sec on ice, heated at
70ºC for 10 min and centrifuged at >20’000 g for 7 min. The protein concentration
was quantified using a NanoDrop-1000 spectrophotometer. Equal amounts of
protein were loaded on 4-12% Bis-Tris, 10% Bis-Tris or 3-8% Tris-acetate gels
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Bis-Tris gels were run in MOPS buffer and Trisacetate gels in Tris-acetate buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 100-180 V until
the desired separation was achieved. PageRuler prestained protein ladder
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) and HiMark prestained protein standard (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) were used as molecular weight markers. Protein transfer onto
a nitrocellulose membrane was run in transfer buffer supplemented with 10%
methanol (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 30 V for 100 min. The membranes were
subsequently blocked in 5% skimmed milk dissolved in 0.05% Tween 20 (also
known as polysorbate 20) in PBS (hereafter PBST). Membranes were incubated
with primary antibodies diluted in 2% bovine serum albumin and 0.05% azide in
PBST over-night at 4ºC and with horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated
secondary antibodies diluted in 5% skimmed milk in PBST for 1h at roomtemperature. Detection was achieved by enhanced chemiluminescence detected
on X-ray films.
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Table 2.2. Primary antibodies used for immunoblotting.
Specificity

Host

Provider

Catalogue
Number

Dilution

BRCA2

Mouse

Calbiochem

OP95

1:1’000

Cyclin B

Mouse

Cell Signaling Technology

4135

1:1’000

GAPDH

Mouse

Novus Biologicals

6C5

1:30’000

HERC5

Rabbit

Thermo Fisher Scientific

703675

1:1’000

Histone H3

Mouse

Thermo Fisher Scientific

865R2

1:1’000

Histone H3 (S10)

Rabbit

Abcam

AB5176

1:1’000

IRF3

Rabbit

Abcam

AB76409

1:1’000

IRF3 (S386)

Rabbit

Abcam

AB76493

1:1’000

ISG15

Rabbit

Cell Signaling Technology

2743

KAP1

Rabbit

Bethyl Laboratories

A300-274A

1:5’000

KAP1 (S824)

Rabbit

Bethyl Laboratories

A300-767A

1:1’000

SMC1

Rabbit

Bethyl Laboratories

A300-055A

1:5’000

STAT1

Rabbit

Cell Signaling Technology

9175

1:1’000

STAT1 (Y701)

Rabbit

Cell Signaling Technology

9167

1:1’000

STING

Rabbit

Cell Signaling Technology

13647

1:1’000

USP18

Rabbit

Cell Signaling Technology

4813

1:1’000

Table 2.3. Secondary antibodies used for immunoblotting.
Specificity

Host

Provider

Catalogue
Number

Dilution

Mouse

Goat

Dako

P0447

1:5’000

Rabbit

Goat

Dako

P0448

1:5’000

2.7 Resazurin-based viability assay
Where indicated, DOX was added to the grow medium four days before the start
of the experiment. A range of 250-750 H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells or 375-1000
MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX cells were seeded in 96-well plates in order for the
untreated cells to reach 80-90% confluency at the end of the assay The following
day, cells were treated with olaparib or talazoparib at indicated concentration. Six
days later, cells were grown in medium supplemented with 10 μg/mL resazurin
for 2 h. Cell viability was determined by fluorescence (590 nm) using a plate
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reader (POLARstar, Omega). Cell viability was expressed relative to cells mocktreated cells.

2.8 Flow cytometry-based assays
2.8.1 Detection of EdU and Histone H3 (S10)
Cells were collected using trypsin and fixed in 90% ice-cold methanol overnight.
Cells were then processed using the Click-iT EdU Alexa Fluor 647 flow cytometry
assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to manufacturer’s instructions.
They were permeabilised using a saponin-based buffer. For EdU detection, a
Click-iT reaction was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For
detection of phosphorylated Histone H3 (S10), cells were washed with 2% FBS
in PBS and incubated with mouse anti-Histone H3 (S10) antibody (Cell Signaling
Technology #9701) diluted in 2% FBS in PBS (1:50) for 90 min at room
temperature. They were subsequently washed with 2% FBS in PBS and
incubated with goat anti-mouse AlexaFluor488 (Life Technologies A-10667)
diluted in 2% FBS in PBS (1:200) for 1 h at room temperature. Finally, cells were
washed in 2% FBS in PBS and resuspended in PBS containing 20 μg/mL
propidium iodide and 400 μg/ml RNaseA. A total of 5’000 to 10’000 events per
condition were recorded using a FACS Calibur flow cytometer. Flow cytometry
data were analysed with the FlowJo software.

2.8.2 Cell cycle analysis
Asynchronous cells were pulse-labelled with 25 µM EdU for 30 min and
processed as described above.
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2.8.3 S phase entry
Cells were blocked in G2 with 9 μM RO-3306 for 16 h and subsequently released
in a medium containing 100 ng/ml nocodazole for 2h. Mitotic cells were harvested
by mitotic shake-off and released in fresh medium supplemented with 25 µM
EdU. The percentage of EdU-labelled cells was determined as described above.

2.8.4 S-to-M progression
Asynchronous cells were pulse-labelled with 10 µM EdU for 1 h and subsequently
allowed to grow for 7 h. Cells were then processed as mentioned above. The
percentage of Histone H3 (S10)-positive cells amongst the EdU-positive cells is
reported.

2.8.5 DNA content analysis
Cells were incubated in 1.5 mM thymidine for 16 h and released in fresh medium.
At indicated timepoints after the release, cells were collected using trypsin and
fixed in 90% ice-cold methanol overnight. Fixed cells were washed with PBS,
resuspended in PBS containing 20 μg/mL propidium iodide and 400 μg/mL
RNaseA and processed as described above.

2.9 Drug treatment
Cells were grown in the presence or absence of DOX for 3 days and seeded in
order to reach 70-90% confluency at the end of the experiment (160’000 cells in
6-cm dish, or 60’000 cells in 6-well respectively). The following day cells were
treated as indicated. Mock-treated cells were treated with equal volume of vehicle
(DMSO for Olaparib, H2O for pyridostatin, and ethanol for chlorambucil).
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2.10 Cell synchronization for mitotic EdU-seq
Cells were seeded in order to reach 70-80% confluence at the end of the
experiment (1’800’000 cells per T175 flask, 10-25 flasks per condition) and DOX
was added where indicated. After 12 h, cells were treated with 1.5 mM thymidine
for 16 h. To detect MiDAS under untreated conditions, cells were released in
fresh medium containing 6 µM RO-3306 for 10.5 h. To detect aphidicolin-induced
MiDAS, cells were released in fresh medium containing 6 µM RO-3306 and 0.2
µM aphidicolin. For both protocols, cells were then washed three times with warm
medium and released in medium containing 100 ng/ml nocodazole and 10 µM
EdU. 2 mM HU was added during the final 3 h of treatment.

2.11 EdU-seq
Mitotic cells were harvested by mitotic shake-off and fixed with 90% ice-cold
methanol. Cells were washed with PBS and permeabilised with 0.2% Triton-X in
PBS. A cleavable biotin linker (Azide-PEG(3+3)-S-S-biotin, Jena Biosciences)
was attached to the EdU using the Click-It kit described above. The DNA was
isolated by phenol-chloroform extraction and precipitated in ethanol. Isolated
DNA was resuspended in TE buffer and sonicated to 100-500 nucleotide-long
fragments. Dynabeads MyOne streptavidin C1 (Invitrogen) were used to purify
Edu-labelled DNA fragments. The beads were washed three times, resuspended
in 5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1 M NaCl, 0.5% Tween 20 (buffer A)
containing the sonicated DNA and incubated on a rotating wheel for 15 min at
room temperature. The beads were washed three times with buffer A and once
with Tris-EDTA buffer. The EdU-labelled DNA fragments were eluted with 2% βmercaptoethanol in Tris-EDTA buffer for 1h at room temperature. Purified EdUlabelled DNA was used for libraries preparation (TruSeq ChIP Library Preparation
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Kit, Illumina) and high-throughput 100-base-pair single-end sequencing was
performed on Illumina Hi-Seq 4000 sequencer.

Fig. 2.1. Strategy for high-resolution detection of nascent DNA using
EdU-seq
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2.12 EdU-seq data processing
Sequencing reads were aligned on the masked human genome assembly
(GRCh37/hg19) using the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner software and reads with
quality score below 60 were removed. Custom scripts were used to assign the
aligned reads to 10 kb genomic bins. The normalised number of reads per
genomic bin was calculated by dividing the number of EdU-seq reads per
genomic bin by the number of reference reads for the same genomic bin. Here
the reference reads were obtained from high-coverage sequencing of genomic
DNA. Finally, sigma values were calculated as the normalised number of reads
per bin divided by its standard deviation (Macheret and Halazonetis, 2018).

2.13 Analysis of MiDAS peaks
For plots showing individual genomic regions, the EdU-seq data were plotted
using sigma values, which corrects for systemic biases in high throughput
sequencing data. Custom scripts were used to identify sites (peaks) with sigma
values significantly higher than background signal (local maxima) within a 2 Mblong region. MiDAS peaks were plotted, validated manually and subsequently
classified as single- or multiple-peaks manually. The maximal sigma value of
each individual MiDAS site is indicated in the figure legend. The “was used to
generate BigWig files using BAM files aligned as described above. were used to
generate average plots and heatmaps across multiple regions. Genome-wide
averages of all MiDAS sites were plotted using the “computeMatrix” and
“plotHeatmap” functions of deepTools (Ramirez et al., 2016) using BigWig files
generated with the “bamCoverage” function.
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2.14 Analysis of the replication timing
REPLI-seq data were previously generate in asynchronous U2OS cells
(Macheret and Halazonetis, 2018).

2.15 Assignment of genic and intergenic regions
Ensembl gene annotations (v99 for GRCh37/hg19) were used to list the genomic
position of all human genes. Genomic bins that mapped entirely within genes
were defined as genic. Genomic bins that mapped entirely within intergenic
regions were defined as intergenic. Genomic bins that contained both genic and
intergenic regions were classified as mixed genic/intergenic.

2.16 Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism. For comparison of
means, unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test was applied. The interpretation of the
p-value is described in the figure legends.
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Chapter 3
BRCA2 abrogation activates the cGASSTING-IRF3 and JAK-STAT pathways to
promote expression of interferon-stimulated
genes
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3.1 Introduction
BRCA2 plays major roles in the maintenance of genome stability. It facilitates
DNA replication by protecting stalled replication forks from nucleolytic
degradation and promoting their restart via template switch reactions (Saldivar,
Cortez and Cimprich, 2017; Berti, Cortez and Lopes, 2020). BRCA2 functions are
essential for homologous recombination (HR) repair of DNA double-strand
breaks (DSBs) (Chang et al., 2017; Scully et al., 2019). Therefore, loss of BRCA2
leads to the accumulation of mutations and fuels tumorigenesis (Wooster et al.,
1994; Wooster et al., 1995). Several studies have contributed to a better
understanding of the consequences of BRCA2 abrogation. For example, DDRdeficiency caused by BRCA2 abrogation sensitizes cancer cells to DNA
damaging therapies, such as IR (Sharan et al., 1997). Moreover, PARP inhibition
is synthetic lethal with BRCA2-deficiency (Bryant et al., 2005; Farmer et al., 2005;
Lord and Ashworth, 2017). However, how cells respond to BRCA2 abrogation is
yet not fully understood. In particular, why germline BRCA2 mutations predispose
to breast, ovarian or prostate cancers remains unknown . We hypothesised that
the accumulation of stalled replication forks and DNA damage in BRCA2depleted cells may impact on gene expression and therefore contribute to their
tumorigenicity. We therefore sought to investigate deregulated gene expression
following loss of BRCA2 function.
Based on RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) analyses performed in two distinct
cellular models for BRCA2 inactivation, we identified differentially expressed
genes at early and late timepoints after BRCA2 abrogation, which brought new
insights into the signalling triggered by BRCA2 abrogation.
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3.2 Characterisation of the inducible models for BRCA2
inactivation
To investigate the mechanisms of adaptation following BRCA2 abrogation, we
analysed changes in gene expression by RNA-seq. For this purpose, we used
two inducible models of BRCA2 abrogation: human non-small cell lung carcinoma
H1299 cells and invasive ductal breast cancer MDA-MB-231 cells expressing a
doxycycline (DOX)-inducible short hairpin RNA (shRNA) against BRCA2
(H1299+shBRCA2DOX and MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX). DOX addition to the
growth

medium

effectively

inhibited

BRCA2

expression

in

both

H1299+shBRCA2DOX and MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX cells (Fig. 3.1A, B).
We then compared gene expression upon short-term (acute, 4 days) or
long-term (chronic, 28 days) BRCA2 abrogation. We grew cells in the presence
of doxycycline for 4 or 28 days to trigger acute or chronic BRCA2 abrogation,
respectively and performed RNA-seq analyses in triplicate to detect
transcriptional changes at each timepoint relative to BRCA2-expressing control
cells.
Importantly, loss of BRCA2 expression resulted in a mild proliferation
defect in both H1299+shBRCA2DOX and MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX, as
observed by resazurin-based population doublings assay. However, short-term
and long-term BRCA2-depleted cells exhibited the same proliferation rate (Fig.
3.1B, C). Although we did not observe obvious signs of increased cell death over
the course of the experiment, we measured apoptosis by Annexin V staining on
cells grown in the absence or presence of DOX for 4 or 28 days. We observed a
small, yet significant increase in the Annexin V-positive population at day 4 of
DOX treatment in H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells (Fig. 3.1E, F). A small increase was
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Fig. 3.1. Time-dependent activation of the cGAS-STING-IRF3 and
JAK-STAT pathways upon BRCA2 depletion.
H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells or MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX cells were
grown with or without DOX for 29 days. (A, B) Whole-cell extracts were
immunoblotted as indicated at day 2 of DOX treatment. SMC1 was used
as a loading control. (C, D) Populations doublings were measured using
a resazurin-based assay starting at day 4 or day 28 of DOX treatment. (E,
F) Percentage of Annexin V-positive cells as determined by flow
cytometry at day 4 or day 28 of DOX treatment. (G, H) Flow cytometrybased cell cycle analysis at day 4 or day 28 of DOX treatment. (I)
Percentage of EdU-positive H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells grown with or
without DOX for 2 days and at indicated timepoint after release from
nocodazole arrest. Graphs represent mean values and SD of n = 2
independent experiments.
also observed at day 28 of DOX treatment in both cell line studied, yet without
statistical significance. Moreover, cell cycle analysis revealed that BRCA2
abrogation altered cell cycle distribution, independently of the duration of DOX
treatment. Indeed, BRCA2-depleted cells accumulated in the G1-phase (Fig.
3.1G, H), (Lai et al., 2017)). Flow cytometry analysis following nocodazoleinduced

mitotic

arrest

and

release

revealed

that

BRCA2-depleted

H1299+shBRCA2DOX exhibit slow rate S phase entry compared to control cells
(Fig. 3.1I). Altogether, this shows that BRCA2 abrogation in our models leads to
a mild proliferation defect, which is characterised by slow cell cycle progression
rather than increased cell death. Notably, this phenotype is not enhanced nor
diminished upon long-term BRCA2 abrogation.
In brief, our RNA-seq analyses revealed limited alteration to gene
expression in MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX cells upon acute BRCA2 abrogation.
In contrast, acute BRCA2 abrogation in H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells was
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characterised by the downregulation of genes involved in processes such as cell
cycle, chromosome segregation, DNA replication and DNA repair (data not
shown; Reisländer et al. (2019)). Chronic BRCA2 abrogation led to deregulation
of a high number of genes in both cell lines studied. In H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells,
194 genes were significantly downregulated (Log2(Fold Change) < -0.5; FDR <
0.05) and 213 genes were significantly upregulated (Log2(Fold Change) > 0.5;
FDR < 0.05) (Fig. 3.1A) whilst 75 and 96 genes were significantly down- and
upregulated, respectively, in MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX cells (Fig. 3.1B). The
work presented here focuses on transcriptional changes observed upon chronic
BRCA2 abrogation.

3.3 Long-term BRCA2 abrogation triggers innate immune
response signalling
Gene set enrichment analysis of significantly upregulated genes, using
annotations from the Gene Ontology (GO) for biological processes, showed that
in H1299+shBRCA2DOX chronic BRCA2 abrogation upregulated genes involved
in the immune response, innate immune response, cytokine signalling, immune
effector process, and type I interferon (IFN) response (Fig. 3.1C). GO analysis of
significantly upregulated genes upon chronic BRCA2 abrogation in MDA-MB231+shBRCA2DOX revealed that these genes belong to extracellular matrix
organisation, IFN signalling, degradation of the extracellular matrix, cytokine
signalling in immune system, haemostasis, and fatty acid metabolism processes
(Fig. 3.1D).
Immune response genes were upregulated in both cell lines (Fig. 3.1C,D).
Therefore, we next compared upregulated genes in H1299+shBRCA2DOX and
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Fig. 3.2. RNA-seq analysis reveals upregulation of immune response
signalling upon long-term BRCA2 depletion.
(A)

Volcano

plot

shows

changes

in

gene

expression

in

H1299+shBRCA2DOX after 28 days of doxycycline (DOX) treatment.
Genes with Log2(Fold Change) > 0.5 (red dashed lines) and a false
discovery rate (FDR) < 0.05 were considered significantly deregulated.
(B) Volcano plot shows changes in genes expression in MDA-MB-
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231+shBRCA2DOX after 28 days of DOX treatment. (C) Gene Ontology
(GO) pathway analysis of significantly upregulated genes identified in (A)
for H1299+shBRCA2DOX. (D) GO pathway analysis of significantly
upregulated genes identified in (B) for MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX. (E)
Venn diagram shows upregulated genes (Log 2(Fold change) >0.3, FDR
< 0.05) in H1299+shBRCA2DOX and MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX after 28
days of DOX treatment. (F) GO pathway analysis of upregulated genes
common to H1299+shBRCA2DOX and MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX
identified in (E).

MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX upon chronic BRCA2 abrogation, in order to
determine genes in common between the data sets. To increase the relevance
of our results and to account for differences in expression due to cell line
specificity, we considered upregulated genes with a Log2(Fold Change) > 0.3 and
FDR < 0.05 for this analysis. Our analysis revealed 28 genes common to both
datasets (Fig. 3.1E). GO annotations showed that these commonly upregulated
genes belong to cytokine signalling, type I IFN response, response to cytokine,
immune response and immune effector process pathways (Fig. 3.1F). As an
example, IFIT2 and IFIT3 are coding for proteins involved in type I IFN response
and were significantly upregulated in both H1299+shBRCA2DOX and MDA-MB231+shBRCA2DOX cells. Hence, we concluded that chronic BRCA abrogation
leads to immune response signalling.

3.4 Long-term BRCA2 abrogation activates the cGAS-STINGIRF3 and the JAK-STAT pathways
To understand the differences between chronic and acute BRCA2 inactivation on
immune response signalling, we then monitored gene expression over a 28-day
period using quantitative reverse transcription PCR (RT-qPCR). Selected genes
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included IFIT1, IFIT2, IFI6, OAS1, OAS2 and ISG15. Whilst the expression of
these genes remained stable over the 28-day period in BRCA2-proficient
H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells, we observed a constant increase with time in their
expression upon BRCA2 abrogation (Fig. 3.3A). Strikingly, OAS2 mRNA levels
were 40-fold increased at day 28 compared to day 2 of doxycycline treatment
(Fig. 3.3A). Similar trends were observed in most tested ISGs following BRCA2
abrogation in MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX cells, but to a smaller extent. Indeed,
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Fig. 3.3. Time-dependent expression of interferon-stimulated genes
(ISGs) upon BRCA2 depletion.
(A) H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells were grown with or without DOX for 28
days. At indicated days, gene expression was analysed by RT-qPCR
using primers specific for a subset of ISGs. mRNA levels are expressed
relative to ACTB mRNA (encoding β-actin) and normalised to day 2 of
DOX treatment. Dots represent the value obtained from an individual
experiment. Lines represent the rolling average of n = 3 independent
repeats. (B) MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX were grown with or without DOX
for 28 days. Gene expression was analysed and is expressed as in (A).
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IFIT1, IFIT2 and OAS2 mRNA levels increased over the time course of the
experiments (Fig. 3.3B). Altogether, these data suggest that whilst upregulation
of the immune response pathways were only detected upon chronic BRCA2
abrogation, the underlying signalling is activated at an earlier stage of BRCA2
abrogation.
The upregulated genes are known to mediate a type I IFN response. In
particular, they belong to a category of genes called interferon-stimulated genes
(ISGs), whose expression is activated in the presence of extracellular IFNα or
IFNβ. Indeed, the interaction between the IFNα or IFNβ ligands and the IFNAR1IFNAR2 heterodimeric receptor (Schindler et al., 1992; Velazquez et al., 1992)
triggers activation of a signalling cascade ultimately leading to JAK-mediated
phosphorylation of STAT1 and STAT2 (Shuai et al., 1993; Silvennoinen et al.,
1993; Schneider, Chevillotte and Rice, 2014). These proteins, together with IRF9,
form the ISGF3 complex and bind to IFN-stimulated response elements (ISRE)
in ISG promoters to initiate transcription (Fu et al., 1990; Improta et al., 1994;
Schneider, Chevillotte and Rice, 2014). Therefore, we decided to test whether
activation of the JAK-STAT pathway could explain the expression of ISGs upon
chronic BRCA2 abrogation.
We monitored the phosphorylation of STAT1 at tyrosine 701 (Y701; (Shuai
et al., 1993)) over the 28-day period in both H1299+shBRCA2DOX and MDA-MB231+shBRCA2DOX by immunoblotting (Fig. 3.4A,B). We observed a strong
phosphorylation of STAT1 in BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells
compared to their BRCA2-proficient counterparts. Moreover, phosphorylated
STAT1 was detected early after BRCA2 abrogation (Fig. 3.4A, day 4 of
doxycycline treatment) and further increased upon long-term BRCA2 abrogation
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(Fig. 3.4A, days 24 and 28 of doxycycline treatment). We found the same trend
in MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX (Fig. 3.4B), although the increase in STAT1
phosphorylation upon BRCA2 abrogation was less pronounced than in
H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells (Fig. 3.4A). This is consistent with the weaker
upregulation of ISGs observed by RT-qPCR in this cell line (Fig. 3.3B). Taken
together, these data demonstrate that BRCA2 abrogation leads to activation of
the JAK-STAT pathway, which is responsible for the upregulation of ISGs
observed in our RNA-seq experiments.
Next, we sought to elucidate the mechanisms underlying the activation of
the JAK-STAT pathway. Whilst secreted IFNs are known to activate this pathway,
the IFNA and IFNB genes (which encode IFNα and IFNβ, respectively), did not
appear significantly upregulated in our RNA-seq analysis upon chronic BRCA2
abrogation (Fig. 3.1A,B). We assessed the activation of the cGAS-STING-IRF3
pathway, which is an upstream regulator of IFNα and IFNβ expression (Ishikawa,
Ma and Barber, 2009; Burdette et al., 2011; Ablasser et al., 2013; Gao et al.,
2013; Sun et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2013). The cGAS-STING-IRF3 pathway was
recently found to be activated by defects in DNA damage repair pathways
(Reisländer, Groelly and Tarsounas, 2020). Moreover, IR was shown to induce
micronuclei formation, followed by detection by cGAS upon rupture of the
micronuclear membrane. Thus, we monitored the phosphorylation of the
transcription factor IRF3 at serine 386 (S386; (Tanaka and Chen, 2012)), which
controls the transcription of IFN genes. We detected an increase in
phosphorylated IRF3 upon BRCA2 abrogation from day 4 of doxycycline
treatment onward, in both H1299+shBRCA2DOX and MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX
(Fig. 3.4A,B).
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Fig. 3.4. Time-dependent activation of the cGAS-STING-IRF3 and
JAK-STAT pathways upon BRCA2 depletion.
(A) H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells or (B) MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX were
grown with or without DOX for 28 days. At indicated days, whole-cell
extracts were immunoblotted as indicated. Phosphorylation sites are
indicated in red. GAPDH was used as a loading control.
BRCA1 or BRCA2 deficiencies correlate with increased micronuclei
formation (Ban et al., 2001). Therefore, we tested whether micronuclei formation
and cGAS surveillance underlies the activation of the type I IFN response upon
BRCA2 abrogation.
association

with

We performed immunofluorescence to monitor cGAS

micronuclei

in

BRCA2-proficient and

BRCA2-deficient
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H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells at day 4 and 28 of DOX treatment. We observed an
increase in cGAS-positive micronuclei over time upon BRCA2 abrogation in
H1299+shBRCA2DOX (data not shown; (Reisländer et al., 2019)). Moreover, small
interfering RNA (siRNA)-mediated knock-down of STING inhibited the
phosphorylation of IRF3 and STAT1 as well as the expression of ISGs in the
same cell line (data not shown; (Reisländer et al., 2019)).
Following up on our initial RNA-seq results (Fig. 3.1), we demonstrated
that BRCA2 abrogation results in micronuclei formation that accumulate cGAS
and in activation of the cGAS-STING-IRF3 pathway (Fig. 3.4). This, in turn, leads
to the activation of the JAK-STAT pathway (Fig. 3.4) and activation of a type I
IFN response, which is characterised by the expression of ISGs (Fig. 3.1A,B; Fig.
3.3).

3.5 PARP inhibitors enhance the type I innate immune response
in BRCA2-deficient cells
We next tested the clinical significance of these findings and addressed whether
the synthetic lethal interaction between BRCA2 deficiency and PARP inhibition
impacts on the immune response signalling. Indeed, PARP inhibition leads to the
accumulation of DNA damage and mitotic abnormalities (Schoonen et al., 2017).
Moreover, identifying ways to turn ‘‘cold’’ tumours into ‘‘hot’’ tumours which
respond to immunotherapy is a particularly pressing clinical challenge (Sharma
and Allison, 2015).
We used two PARP inhibitors, olaparib and talazoparib, both of which
have recently been approved for treatment of cancers with loss of HR repair or
BRCA1/2 genes (Lord and Ashworth, 2017). We first evaluated the effect of
PARP inhibition in our models of BRCA2-deficiency. Consistent with previous
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data (Tacconi et al., 2017), olaparib was found to be specifically toxic to BRCA2deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells, as measured by a resazurin-based viability
assay (Fig. 3.5A). Similar results were obtained upon treatment with talazoparib
(Fig. 3.5B). To further characterise our model’s response to PARP inhibition, we
performed cell cycle analysis of H1299+shBRCA2DOX treated with olaparib.
Whilst olaparib treatment did not further enhance the G1 arrest observed in
BRCA2-deficient cells, it decreased the fraction of S phase cells and increased
the fraction of G2/M-phase cells (Fig. 3.5B,C). For instance, S phase gated cells
dropped from 31% in mock-treated cells to 19% upon treatment with 10 µM
olaparib. This further confirms that PARP inhibition negatively impacts on the
proliferation of BRCA2-deficient cells.
We next used phosphorylated IRF3 and phosphorylated STAT1 as
markers of the activation of type I IFN response. Treatment with olaparib induced
a dose-dependent phosphorylation of both IRF3 and STAT1 in BRCA2-deficient
H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells (Fig. 3.6). Importantly, this correlated with a dosedependent increase in DNA damage, as shown by KAP1 phosphorylation at
serine 824 (S824; (White et al., 2006)). Treatment with 10 µM olaparib but not
with 1 µM olaparib caused phosphorylation of IRF3 or STAT1 in BRCA2-proficient
H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells, to a lesser extent than in their BRCA2-deficient
counterparts (Fig. 3.6). Again, activation of the immune response signalling was
associated with KAP1 phosphorylation, which is consistent with the fact that DNA
damage results in micronuclei formation and cGAS-STING activation in
replicating cells (Reisländer, Groelly and Tarsounas, 2020).
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Fig. 3.5. Olaparib-treatment affects growth and survival of BRCA2deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells.
Dose-dependent viability assays of BRCA2-proficient (-DOX) or -deficient
(+DOX) H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells treated with (A) olaparib or (B)
talazoparib at the indicated concentrations for six days. Graphs represent
mean values and SEM of n = 3 independent experiments, each performed
in technical triplicate. (C) Flow cytometry-based cell cycle analysis of
BRCA2-proficient (-DOX) or -deficient (+DOX) H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells
treated with olaparib at the indicated concentrations for three days. (D) S
phase fraction of cells shown in (C). Graphs represent mean values and
SEM of n = 3 independent experiments. p-values were calculated using
an unpaired two-tailed t-test. p ≤ 0.05, * ; p > 0.5, NS.
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Fig. 3.6. Olaparib-treatment activates the cGAS-STING-IRF3 and
JAK-STAT pathways in BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells.
H1299+shBRCA2DOX were grown in the presence or absence of DOX for
four days and subsequently treated with olaparib at the indicated
concentrations for three days. Whole-cell extracts were immunoblotted as
indicated. Phosphorylation sites are indicated in red. GAPDH and SMC1
were used as loading controls.
Activation of a type I IFN response upon PARP inhibition was recapitulated in
BRCA1-deficient and BRCA2-deficient xenograft tumour models. Indeed, RTqPCR analysis showed that treatment with talazoparib upregulates the
expression of ISGs in BRCA1-mutated MDA-MB-436 xenografts (data not shown;
(Reisländer et al., 2019)). Moreover, treatment talazoparib specifically increased
the expression of ISGs in BRCA2-/- HCT116 xenograft models compared to their
BRCA2+/+ counterparts.
Altogether, this demonstrates that the PARP inhibitors are not only specifically
toxic to BRCA1- and BRCA2-deficient cells and tumours by inflicting DNA lesions,
but they also trigger a type I IFN response in these cells and tumours.
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3.6 DNA damaging agents targeting BRCA2-deficiency trigger a
type I IFN response
Endogenous and exogenous DNA damage is associated with immune response
signalling (Reisländer, Groelly and Tarsounas, 2020). As we subsequently found
olaparib-induced immune response signalling to be associated with DSB
signalling, we tested whether other DNA damaging agents could trigger a type I
IFN response. In particular, we focused on agents which have been reported to
specifically induce DNA damage in HR repair-deficient cells.
G-quadruplex stabilizers, such as pyridostatin, are known to be specifically
toxic to BRCA1- or BRCA2-deficient cells (Zimmer et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2017a;
De Magis et al., 2019). Whilst it has been suggested that pyridostatin’s cytotoxic
activity also involves R-loop formation (De Magis et al., 2019; Miglietta, Russo
and Capranico, 2020) or topoisomerase II poisoning (Olivieri et al., 2020), it was
shown to bind to G-quadruplex forming sequences and cause DNA damage
(Rodriguez et al., 2008; Rodriguez et al., 2012). Pyridostatin treatment induced
DNA damage in a dose-dependent manner, and we observed a greater effect in
BRCA2-deficient than in BRCA2-proficient cells (Fig. 3.7A). Moreover, we
observed an increase in IRF3 phosphorylation upon treatment with 10 µM
pyridostatin, primarily in cells in which BRCA2 has been abrogated (Fig. 3.7A).
Consistent with this finding, pyridostatin treatment caused micronuclei formation
in U2OS transfected with an siRNA targeting BRCA2 (De Magis et al., 2019).
We then evaluated the effect of the alkylating agent chlorambucil on the
immune response signalling. Whilst widely used to treat chronic lymphocytic
leukaemia, chlorambucil was also proposed as a potential clinical candidate to
target BRCA2-mutated tumours (Tacconi et al., 2019). Indeed, chlorambucil-
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induced DNA crosslinks lead to DNA damage accumulation and have been
shown to be particularly toxic to BRCA2-deficient cells and tumours, including
those with acquired PARP inhibitor resistance.

Fig. 3.7. DNA damaging agents activate the cGAS-STING-IRF3 and
JAK-STAT pathways in BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells.
H1299+shBRCA2DOX were grown in the presence or absence of DOX for
four days and subsequently treated with (A) pyridostatin (PDS) or (B)
chlorambucil (CHL) at the indicated concentrations for three days. Wholecell extracts were immunoblotted as indicated. Phosphorylation sites are
indicated in red. GAPDH and SMC1 were used as loading controls.
Treatment of BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells with 1 or 10 µM
chlorambucil caused activation of the cGAS-STING-IRF3 and JAK-STAT
pathways, as indicated by the phosphorylation of IRF3 and STAT1, respectively
(Fig. 3.7B). Thus, chlorambucil triggers a type I IFN response in cells lacking
functional BRCA2.
This suggests that DNA damage, and in particular DSBs, is associated
with immune response signalling. We demonstrate that DNA damaging agents
with specific activity against BRCA2-deficient cells, such as PARP inhibitors, G-
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quadruplex stabilisers, or alkylating agents, activate a type I IFN response in
these cells.

3.7 Functional up-regulation of ISG15 and its ISGylation activity
We next tested whether the increase in ISGs mRNA levels after BRCA2
abrogation can lead to an increase in protein levels. We focused on ISG15, which
encodes the eponym ubiquitin-like protein (Skaug and Chen, 2010; Zuo et al.,
2016). ISG15 can covalently bind to target proteins, in a process called
ISGylation (Fig. 3.8A). Moreover, we included in our analysis two other ISGs,
whose products play key roles in the ISGylation pathway: the E3 ligase HERC5,
and the hydrolase USP18, which catalyses the deISGylation reaction (Fig. 3.8A;
(Skaug and Chen, 2010; Zuo et al., 2016)). ISG15 has been linked to DNA
replication and to the DNA damage response (Park et al., 2014; Raso et al.,
2020). In particular, PCNA ISGylation has been shown to facilitate its deubiquitination following UV-induced DNA damage, suggesting that ISG15
negatively regulates translesion synthesis and prevents error-prone DNA
replication (Park et al., 2014). Moreover, USP18 knock-out radio-sensitised
HAP1 cells (Pinto-Fernandez et al., 2020).
Endogenous

ISG15

was

detected

in

H1299+shBRCA2DOX

cells

independently of the BRCA2 status (Fig. 3.8B). As we were interested in ISG15
functions in response to DNA damage, we used olaparib to stimulate ISG15
expression. Treatment with 10 µM olaparib did not only activate the JAK-STAT
pathway (Fig. 3.6) but also increased ISG15 levels in BRCA2-deficient cells (Fig.
3.8B). Moreover, HERC5 and USP18 levels were higher in BRCA2-deficient
H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells than in their BRCA2-proficient counterparts (Fig.
3.8B).
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Fig. 3.8. Functional expression of ISG15 upon BRCA2 depletion and
Olaparib treatment.
(A) Schematic representation of the ISGylation and deISGylation
mechanism. Covalent binding of ISG15 to target proteins is catalysed by
its sequential interaction with E1, E2 and E3 ligases, whilst conjugatedISG15 is cleaved from target protein by the hydrolase USP18. (B)
H1299+shBRCA2DOX were grown in the presence or absence of DOX for
four days and subsequently treated with olaparib at the indicated
concentrations for three days. Whole-cell extracts were immunoblotted
as indicated. Arrows indicate ISGylated HERC5. GAPDH and SMC1
were used as loading controls.
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Olaparib treatment increased ISG15, HERC5 and USP18 levels in both
BRCA2-proficient and BRCA2-deficient cells, albeit a stronger effect was
observed in the latter. This shows that that ISG induction observed in BRCA2deficient cells and further enhanced by PARP inhibition leads to an increase in
the levels of the encoded proteins and therefore may have a biological function.
Finally, we did not find evidence of ISGylation when detecting ISG15 by
immunoblotting. Indeed, ISG15 appeared as a single band at its expected
molecular weight of 18 kDa. In contrast, HERC5 appeared as three distinct bands
in olaparib-treated BRCA2-deficient cells. Whilst one band is common to all
tested samples, the two additional bands, less than 54 kDa above HERC5’s
expected molecular weight, have been reported to be ISGylated HERC5 (Fig.
3.8B; (Pinto-Fernandez et al., 2020)). Hence, this suggest that the activation of a
type I IFN response observed in BRCA2-deficient cells treated with olaparib,
leads to a functional expression of ISG15 and increased ISGylation. Whether this
impacts on the DNA damage response in the absence of BRCA2 remains to be
elucidated.

3.8 Discussion
In this study we use RNA-seq analyses to identify genes which expression was
altered upon long-term (chronic), but not short-term (acute) BRCA2 abrogation.
Indeed, we found that genes mediating immune response signalling are
upregulated upon chronic BRCA2 abrogation. Whilst this phenotype was more
pronounced in H1299+shBRCA2DOX than in MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOX cells,
our analysis revealed 28 genes to be commonly upregulated in both cell lines.
Because these genes are ISGs, we concluded that BRCA2 abrogation triggers a
type I IFN response. We showed that BRCA2 abrogation leads to micronuclei
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formation, which activates the cGAS-STING-IRF3 and JAK-STAT pathways.
Similar findings were reported in a recent study (Heijink et al., 2019). Using stable
isotope labelling by amino acids in cell culture (SILAC) coupled to mass
spectrometry, the authors observed an upregulation of immune response
proteins upon shRNA-mediated BRCA2 abrogation in BT-549 and HCC38 cells
(Heijink et al., 2019). Unlike what we observed in H1299 and MDA-MB-231 cells,
the authors found that loss of BRCA2 expression resulted in a strong decrease
in cell viability. In particular, p53-negative KBM-7 cells died within a week of
BRCA2 abrogation. Strikingly, BRCA2 abrogation led to the production of proinflammatory cytokines, including TNFα, and activation of a pro-apoptotic
signalling cascade via its receptor, TNFR1. In contrast, we found the pro-survival
receptor TNFR2 (TNFRSF1B, Fig. 3.2) as a highly upregulated hit after 28 days
of DOX treatment in H1299 cells. Whilst we have not tested whether TNFR2mediated signalling underlies the long-term survival of our BRCA2-deficient
models, these findings elegantly demonstrate that inactivation of TP53 is not
sufficient to promote the survival of BRCA1/2-mutated cells. Whether the tissuespecific tumorigenesis observed in patient carrying deleterious BRCA1/2
mutations relies on such transcriptional changes remains to be elucidated
(Elledge and Amon, 2002).
Other recent studies have associated the loss of other DNA repair genes
with micronuclei formation and immune response signalling (Reisländer, Groelly
and Tarsounas, 2020). For instance, loss of RNASE2H or SAMHD1, which are
associated with the autoinflammatory disorder Aicardi-Goutières syndrome,
leads to micronuclei formation or release of genomic DNA into the cytosol,
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respectively, which activates the cGAS-STING axis (Mackenzie et al., 2016;
Mackenzie et al., 2017; Coquel et al., 2018).
We also demonstrated that treatment with DNA damaging agents further
enhance the innate immune response. In particular, we used drugs specifically
targeting BRCA2-deficient cells and tumours, such as PARP inhibitors, Gquadruplex stabilisers and DNA crosslinking molecules. We showed that these
agents preferentially trigger an immune response in BRCA2-deficient cells, which
correlated with accumulation of DSBs and activation of the cGAS-STING-IRF3
axis. Similar results were obtained in BRCA1-deficient tumour models treated
with PARP inhibitors (Ding et al., 2018; Pantelidou et al., 2019; Reisländer et al.,
2019). These findings are in line with reports associating IR-induced DNA
damage with micronuclei formation or release of genomic DNA into the cytosol,
and subsequent activation of an immune response signalling (Mackenzie et al.,
2016; Erdal et al., 2017).
Finally, we showed that the activation of a type I IFN response leads to
functional upregulation of proteins catalysing ISGylation reactions, especially in
BRCA2-deficient cells treated with PARP inhibitors. We detected an increase in
ISG15, USP18 and HERC5 protein levels, as well as in ISGylated HERC5. How
increased ISGylation affects the survival and drug response of BRCA2-deficient
cells is as yet unknown. However, given previously described functions of ISG15
in DNA replication and repair (Park et al., 2014; Pinto-Fernandez et al., 2020;
Raso et al., 2020), this post-translational modification could be of clinical
significance for the treatment of BRCA2-mutated cancers. Because loss of
USP18 radio-sensitises cells to IR (Pinto-Fernandez et al., 2020), ISGyation
reactions may play role in therapy resistance. It will therefore be crucial to assess
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whether the upregulation of ISGs observed upon long-term BRCA2 inactivation
impacts on the cell’s intrinsic response to therapies. Moreover, establishing the
“ISGylome” (Pinto-Fernandez et al., 2020) of BRCA2-deficient cells may bring
new insights into the role of the ISGs. Finally, with the increased use of
CRISPR/Cas9 screens to identify mechanisms of resistance or sensitivity to antitumoural compounds (Olivieri et al., 2020), our findings indicate that contextspecific transcriptional changes must be taken into account. For instance, a
dropout screen with PARP inhibitors may show different outcome depending on
the level of expressed ISGs in the cell line studied, and may therefore identify
novel synthetic lethal interactions.
Whilst we did not investigate whether immune response signalling impacts
on the host’s immune system, other studies brought insights into this interplay.
Increased CD4+ and CD8+ T cell infiltration was observed in DDR-deficient,
including BRCA1 and BRCA2-mutated, breast cancer tumours (Parkes et al.,
2017). Moreover, PARP inhibitors’ in vivo anti-tumour activity relies, in part, on
STING activation and the consequent lymphocyte infiltration within the tumour
micro-environment (Ding et al., 2018; Pantelidou et al., 2019). Accordingly,
synergistic anti-tumour effects were observed in mice harbouring BRCA1deficient tumours and treated with PARP inhibitors in combination with anti-PD-1
antibody (Ding et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019) or anti-CTLA-4 antibody (Higuchi
et al., 2015). Such combinations are currently being extensively explored in
clinical contexts (Reisländer, Groelly and Tarsounas, 2020). Finally, the fact that
other DNA damaging agents (e.g. alkylating agents) trigger an immune response
signalling in BRCA2-deficient cells suggests that they may also have synergistic
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anti-tumour activity when combined to immune checkpoint inhibitors (Reisländer,
Groelly and Tarsounas, 2020).
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Fig. 3.9. Interplay between the DNA damage response and the
innate immune response for cancer (immuno-)therapy.
Top: Endogenous (e.g., BRCA2 abrogation) or exogenous (e.g. PARP
inhibition, IR) DNA damaging factors can lead to micronuclei formation
and activation of the cGAS-STING pathway. Alternatively, DNA
damage can lead to accumulation of mutations in protein coding
sequences and expression of neoantigens. The cGAS-STING axis
trigger the nuclear translocation of the dimeric IRF3 or NF-kB
transcription factors which triggers secretion of IFNα and IFNβ. In
cancer cells, autocrine IFN signalling activates the JAK/STAT pathway
and causes expression of interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs), which is
known as a type I IFN response. Bottom: Type I IFN signalling
facilitates the recruitment of immune effector cells by promoting tumour
antigen/neo-antigen presentation on the major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) of dendritic cells. T-cell activation depends on the
balance between the MHC:T cell receptor (TCR) stimulatory signal
(green), B7:CD28 stimulatory signals (green) and B7:CTLA-4 inhibitory
signals (red). T cells tumour infiltration is stimulated by chemokines
(e.g., CXCL10). The immune effectors’ anti-tumour activity depends on
the balance between the MHC:TCR stimulatory signal (green), and the
PD-1:PD-L1 inhibitory signal (red). Inhibition of immunosuppressive
signals (red) by anti-CTLA-4, anti-PD-1, or anti-PD-L1 antibodies
(green) potentiates the anti-tumorigenic immune responses. (Figure
adapted from Reisländer, Groelly and Tarsounas, 2020).
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Chapter 4
Protocols for high-resolution detection of
mitotic DNA synthesis (MiDAS) using mitotic
EdU-seq.
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4.1 Introduction
Chromosome fragility is often detected as the breakage of condensed
chromosomes in mitosis, observed by microscopy. Similarly, MiDAS is detected
using fluorescence microscopy of EdU incorporation during mitosis. In order to
facilitate the analysis and increase the number of detected events, mitotic cells
are enriched by drug-induced mitotic arrest, often preceded by drug-induced G2arrest and release into mitosis. However, there are limitations to these strategies,
the most important being that whilst chromosome breaks can be detected
throughout mitosis, MiDAS occurs early after mitotic entry. Indeed, addition of a
thymidine analogue at early but not late M-phase stages allowed detection of
aphidicolin-induced MiDAS in U2OS (Minocherhomji et al., 2015). Hence, the
timing of nascent DNA labelling needs to be tightly controlled and MiDAS
detection would preferentially take place upon synchronised mitotic entry.
To ensure that the MiDAS events detected in each single experiment
originate from a homogenous cell population (e.g., is not affected by the position
within the cell cycle of individual cells at the start of the experiment), we used the
double synchronisation strategy described below.

4.2 Synchronous S phase progression
Cells were blocked at the G1/S transition by a single thymidine block. Thymidine
concentration and treatment duration were optimised to obtain the best
synchronisation upon release into S phase, for both BRCA2-proficient and
BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells, as measured by propidium iodidebased flow cytometry. Treatment with 1.5 mM thymidine for 16 h efficiently
blocked cells at the G1/S transition, independently of the BRCA2 status (Fig.
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4.1A). Flow cytometry analysis showed that cells entered S phase and initiated
DNA replication 2-7 h after release from the thymidine block (Fig. 4.1A).
Moreover, a large fraction of cells appeared to have duplicated their genome 8 h
after release from the thymidine block (Fig. 4.1A). Finally, passage through
mitosis and cytokinesis took place 9 h to 11 h after S phase entry (Fig. 4.1A).
Importantly, S phase progression occurred in a synchronous manner in both
BRCA2-proficient and BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells with no
detectable difference between the two conditions (Fig. 4.1A).
To confirm these results, we next monitored Cyclin B levels and
phosphorylation of Histone H3 at serine 10 (S10), markers of S and M phases
progression, respectively. Cyclin B levels are known to increase in late S and G2
phases to promote mitotic entry and its degradation in anaphase promotes mitotic
exit (Jin, Hardy and Morgan, 1998; Saldivar et al., 2018). Consistently with DNA
content analysis, we observed a time-dependant increase in Cyclin B levels 7 to
9 h after release from thymidine block in both BRCA2-proficient and BRCA2deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX (Fig. 4.1B). Phosphorylated Histone H3 levels
increased throughout the analysed time period with higher levels detected 9 h
and 10 h after release from thymidine block (Fig. 4.1B). Finally, we observed a
drop in Cyclin B levels 10 h after release from thymidine block (Fig. 4.1B), which
is consistent with the large fraction of cell undergoing cytokinesis observed by
flow cytometry at the same timepoint (Fig. 4.1A).
Altogether, these data demonstrate that a single thymidine block is
sufficient to ensure synchronous S phase progression in H1299+shBRCA2DOX.
Moreover, S phase progression and mitotic entry are not affected by the BRCA2
status under these conditions.
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Fig. 4.1. Cell cycle progression after thymidine block and release.
BRCA2-proficient (-DOX) or -deficient (+DOX) H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells
were blocked at the G1/S transition using 1.5 mM thymidine for 16 h and
released in fresh medium. (A) At indicated timepoints, cells were subject
to flow cytometry analysis and their total DNA content was determined
using propidium iodide staining. (B) At indicated timepoints, whole-cell
extracts were immunoblotted as shown. Phosphorylation sites are
indicated in red. GAPDH and Histone H3 were used as loading controls.
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4.3 Cell synchronisation in G2/M
To ensure that cells enter mitosis synchronously, we synchronised the cells in
G2/M using the CDK1 inhibitor RO-3306. We performed flow cytometry and
detected mitotic cells based on Histone H3 phosphorylation at serine 10 and
propidium iodide staining. Whilst 59% of the BRCA2-proficient cells and 43% of
the BRCA2-deficient cells were in mitosis 12 h after release from thymidine block,
incubation with 6 or 9 µM RO-3306 abrogated mitotic entry (Fig. 4.2A).
Next, we tested if addition of RO-3306 impacted on S phase progression.
DNA content analysis by flow cytometry confirmed that treatment with 6 µM RO3306 does not impair S phase progression (Fig. 4.2B).

4.4 Protocol for detection of MiDAS under untreated conditions
using mitotic EdU-seq
To detect MiDAS by mitotic EdU-seq, we synchronised cells using a combination
of thymidine and RO-3306 blocks, optimised as above. As an initial starting point,
we allowed synchronised cells to progress through S phase in the presence of 6
µM RO-3306 for 10.5 h after release from the thymidine block. Cells were then
released from the G2 arrest and allowed to enter mitosis for 90 min. This
corresponded to the time required for about half of the cells (40% to 60%) to
reach mitosis (Fig. 4.2A; Fig. 4.3A). Nascent DNA was labelled with EdU in order
to detect MiDAS. Moreover, we used the microtubule poison nocodazole to
prevent mitotic exit. Of note, MiDAS takes place in early M-phase and hence, can
still be captured in nocodazole arrested cells (Minocherhomji et al., 2015). Finally,
mitotic cells were collected by mitotic shake-off (Fig. 4.3B) and EdU-labelled DNA
was purified as described in the material and methods section (chapter 2).
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Fig. 4.2. RO-3306-induced G2 block does not stop S phase
progression.
BRCA2-proficient (-DOX) or -deficient (+DOX) H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells
were blocked at the G1/S transition using 1.5 µM thymidine for 16 h and
released in fresh medium containing 6 or 9 µM RO-3306 for 12h. (A) Cells
were subject to flow cytometry analysis and mitotic cells were detected
using propidium iodide and phosphorylated Histone H3 (S10) staining.
(B) At indicated timepoints, cells were subject to flow cytometry analysis
and their total DNA content was determined using propidium iodide
staining.
Importantly, we added 2 mM hydroxyurea (HU) to the growth medium for
3 h prior to the mitotic shake-off. This prevented contamination of the EdUlabelled mitotic DNA with EdU-labelled S phase DNA. Whilst HU depletes the
dNTP pool and stalls DNA replication in S phase, it does not prevent MiDAS
((Macheret et al., 2020); Chapter 5). Moreover, the presence or absence of HU
prior to the mitotic shake-off did not impact on aphidicolin-induced MiDAS foci in
U2OS (Macheret et al., 2020).
An overview of the protocol used to detect MiDAS under untreated
conditions is shown in Fig. 4.3B.

4.5 Low dose aphidicolin delays S phase progression
Low dose aphidicolin partially inhibits DNA polymerases Pol α, δ, and ϵ, as well
as Pol ζ (Baranovskiy et al., 2014), and therefore slows down replication rates
(Glover et al., 1984). Hence, treatment with low dose aphidicolin induces
common fragile sites expression and activates MiDAS at these sites (Glover et
al., 1984; Minocherhomji et al., 2015; Macheret et al., 2020). To map common
fragile sites in H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells, we used a variation of the previously
described protocol where we treated S phase cell with aphidicolin.
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Fig. 4.3. Mitotic EdU-seq protocol for H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells.
(A) BRCA2-proficient (-DOX) or -deficient (+DOX) H1299+shBRCA2DOX
cells were blocked at the G1/S transition using 1.5 µM thymidine for 16 h,
subsequently released in medium containing 6 µM RO-3306 for 10.5 h
and released in medium containing 100 ng/ml nocodazole for 90 min.
Cells were subject to flow cytometry analysis and mitotic cells were
detected using propidium iodide and phosphorylated Histone H3 staining.
(B) Overview of the protocol for detection of MiDAS under untreated
conditions by mitotic EdU-seq in BRCA2-proficient (-DOX) or -deficient
(+DOX) H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells.
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Fig. 4.4. S phase progression upon aphidicolin treatment.
BRCA2-proficient (-DOX) or -deficient (+DOX) H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells
were blocked at the G1/S transition using 1.5 µM thymidine for 16 h and
released in medium containing (A) 0.2 µM, (B) 0.3 µM or (C) 0.4 µM
aphidicolin (APH). At indicated timepoints, cells were subject to flow
cytometry analysis and their total DNA content was determined using
propidium iodide staining.
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We assessed the effect of a range of aphidicolin concentrations on S
phase progression following release from thymidine block and in the presence of
RO-3306. Unlike untreated cells which had completed DNA duplication (Fig.
4.1A), aphidicolin-treated cells were mainly in S phase 8 h after release from the
thymidine block (Fig. 4.4A-C). Indeed, cells treated with 0.2 µM or 0.3 µM
aphidicolin required 20 or 24 h, respectively, to duplicate their genome (Fig.
4.4A,B). Cells treated with 0.4 µM aphidicolin only reached mid- to late S phase
20 h after release from thymidine block (Fig. 4.4C). We did not observe obvious
disparities in S phase progression between BRCA2-proficient and BRCA2deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX treated with aphidicolin. Since 0.2 µM aphidicolin
was sufficient to double the time needed for genome duplication, we decided to
continue using these conditions.

4.6 Protocol for detection of MiDAS events induced by low dose
aphidicolin
We next assessed mitotic entry of aphidicolin-treated cells. After an initial
thymidine block, cells were allowed to progress through S phase in the presence
of 0.2 µM aphidicolin and 6 µM RO-3306 for 17.5 or 20.5 h, and subsequently
released into mitosis for 90 min. Surprisingly, we detected more mitotic cells at
the earliest timepoint (e.g., cells collected after 19 h compared to cells collected
after 22 h, Fig. 4.5A). Moreover, floating cells we observed in the growth medium
20 h after release in aphidicolin- and RO-3306-containing medium, suggesting
that prolonged treatment is toxic to the cells. We could not see any rounded cells
characteristic of mitosis when the duration of the aphidicolin and RO-3306
treatment was reduced to 15.5 or 16.5 h (data not shown). We decided to collect
cells for mitotic EdU-seq at 19 h post-thymidine.
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An overview of the protocol used to detect aphidicolin-induced MiDAS is
shown in Fig. 4.5B.
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Fig.

4.5.

Mitotic

EdU-seq

protocol

for

aphidicolin-treated

H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells.
BRCA2-proficient (-DOX) or -deficient (+DOX) H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells
were blocked at the G1/S transition using 1.5 µM thymidine for 16 h,
subsequently released in medium containing 6 µM RO-3306 and 0.2 µM
aphidicolin (APH) for (A) 17.5 or (B) 20.5 h and released in medium
containing 100 ng/ml nocodazole for 90 min. Cells were subject to flow
cytometry analysis and mitotic cells were detected using propidium iodide
and phosphorylated Histone H3 staining. (C) Overview of the protocol for
detection of aphidicolin-induced MiDAS by mitotic EdU-seq in BRCA2proficient (-DOX) or -deficient (+DOX) H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells.

4.7 Discussion
In this chapter we describe optimisation of a protocol for MiDAS high-resolution
detection using mitotic EdU-seq. Two distinct versions of the protocol permit
detection of MiDAS induced by aphidicolin treatment or by BRCA2 inactivation.
MiDAS can be detected upon shRNA-mediated knock-down of BRCA2, as well
as in control, BRCA2-expressing cells in the absence of exogenous replication
stress. In contrast, MiDAS occurring at common fragile sites can be identified in
cells grown in the presence of the DNA polymerase inhibitor, aphidicolin
((Macheret et al., 2020); see Chapter 5). Both protocols were developed around
two main requirements: a) synchronous S phase progression and b) synchronous
mitotic entry in the presence of EdU.
To ensure synchronous S phase progression, we arrested cells at the
G1/S transition using a single thymidine block. Optimal conditions (1.5 mM
thymidine for 16 h) were identified experimentally, although alternative
synchronisation approaches, such as serum-starvation or lovastatin-induced G1
arrest, may also be considered. We then confirmed that S phase entry and
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progression were synchronous, and measured the time required for genome
duplication for both BRCA2-proficient and BRCA2-deficient cells, treated or not
with aphidicolin. Whilst S phase progression was delayed by aphidicolin
treatment in a dose-dependent manner, it was largely unaffected by BRCA2
abrogation relative to BRCA2-expressing cells.
To ensure synchronous mitotic entry, S phase progressing cells were
treated with the CDK1 inhibitor RO-3306 and subsequently released into mitosis.
The release from G2 block as performed by RO-3306 removal was timed to
obtain the maximum number of mitotic cells as possible, without causing
extensive G2 arrest. Of note, only one tenth of the aphidicolin-treated cells
entered mitosis under these conditions. Whilst RO-3306 inhibits CDK1-mediated
mitotic entry without stopping S phase progression (Fig.4.2 and 4.4), the
consequences of CDK1 inhibition on DNA replication, origin firing, or DNA
damage repair are not fully understood (Johnson et al., 2011; Moiseeva et al.,
2019; Brison et al., 2020). In the future, it will be important to ensure that the
described chromosome fragility and MiDAS phenotypes are independent of the
methods used for cell synchronisation, namely thymidine-induced G1/S arrest
and RO-3306-mediated G2 block.
Finally, mitotic cells were collected and subjected to mitotic EdU-seq.
Importantly, HU was added 3 h prior to the mitotic shake-off to avoid
contamination from S phase DNA synthesis, without affecting MiDAS (Macheret
et al., 2020).
Of note, a fraction of the untreated cell population was arrested in G1 (Fig.
4.2 A, B) and a larger part of the aphidicolin-treated cell population was in G1 and
S phases (Fig. 4.5A) at the end of the final timepoint. Because S phase DNA
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replication was inhibited by addition of HU, and because mitotic cells were
selectively collected by mitotic shake-off, the presence of G1 and S phases cells
is, however, unlikely to affect the sequencing results. This is in line with the sitespecific detection of MiDAS at common fragile sites in aphidicolin-treated cells
(see Chapter 5) rather than detection of EdU incorporation throughout the
genome. Importantly, this protocol may not allow to directly distinguish between
DNA synthesis in late G2 or early mitosis. Indeed, we cannot exclude that DNA
synthesis in G2 cells and their progression to mitosis during the 90-minute EdU
pulse accounts for part of the captured signal. Detection of EdU incorporation in
G2 cells, released or not from RO-3306-induced G2 block, will allow to confirm
whether DNA synthesis in late G2 may account for part of the signal detected
using the protocol developed here. Moreover, depletion of SMC2, which is
required for chromosome condensation and subsequent activation of MiDAS,
would permit to confirm whether this protocol specifically captures mitotic EdU
incorporation.
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Chapter 5
High-resolution detection of MiDAS upon
BRCA2 abrogation
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5.1 Introduction
BRCA2 promotes HR repair by loading the RAD51 recombinase at sites of DSBs
(Chang et al., 2017; Scully et al., 2019). Moreover, BRCA2 protects stalled
replication forks from nucleolytic degradation and promotes their restart in
RAD51-dependent manner (Saldivar, Cortez and Cimprich, 2017; Berti, Cortez
and Lopes, 2020). Although these functions of BRCA2 are confined to the S- and
G2-phases of the cell cycle, when DNA replication occurs (Hustedt and Durocher,
2016), the DNA replication and repair defects caused by BRCA2 abrogation have
consequences beyond the S and G2-phases of cell cycle. BRCA2 abrogation
also leads to genome under-replication, which causes mitotic abnormalities such
as DNA bridges, chromosome mis-segregation or cytokinesis failure (Feng and
Jasin, 2017; Lai et al., 2017). These lesions can be transmitted to daughter cells,
in the form of aneuploidy, multinucleation, or 53BP1 nuclear bodies(Feng and
Jasin, 2017; Lai et al., 2017). MiDAS is activated in early mitosis at underreplicated loci and suppresses these DNA lesions, enabling correct segregation
of BRCA2-deficient chromosomes (Feng and Jasin, 2017; Lai et al., 2017).
Several studies have identified difficult to replicate genomic regions, such
as common fragile sites, ribosomal DNA, telomeres or centromeres (Gadaleta
and Noguchi, 2017; Ozer and Hickson, 2018; Lezaja and Altmeyer, 2020). Failure
to complete DNA replication at common fragile sites triggers MiDAS or causes
chromosome breaks (Minocherhomji et al., 2015; Bhowmick, Minocherhomji and
Hickson, 2016). DNA replication and repair defects caused by BRCA2 abrogation
result in similar mitotic abnormalities (Feng and Jasin, 2017; Lai et al., 2017).
Hence, we proposed that BRCA2 is required for the replication of certain genomic
regions, which are intrinsically difficult-to-replicate. Our hypothesis is that these
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genomic regions will remain under-replicated upon BRCA2 abrogation, and
hence, will be sites where MiDAS takes place. We therefore set out to map
MiDAS sites by mitotic EdU-seq in order to identify genomic regions which require
BRCA2 for their replication.

5.2 Detection of aphidicolin-induced MiDAS at common fragile
sites
We

first

analysed

untreated

and

aphidicolin-treated

BRCA2-proficient

H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells for MiDAS activation using our protocols of EdU
incorporation in mitosis (Chapter 4), followed by sequencing, sequence mapping
to human genome and peak-finding algorithms (Macheret et al., 2020). MiDAS is
a rare event under normal, unperturbed growth conditions, whilst aphidicolintreatment triggers MiDAS at common fragile sites (Minocherhomji et al., 2015;
Macheret et al., 2020). Using this approach, we found MiDAS to take place at 17
loci in untreated cells (Fig. 5.1A, +BRCA2) and 347 loci in aphidicolin-treated
cells (Fig. 5.1B, +BRCA2 +APH). The maximal EdU-seq peak height (σ-value)
was 5-fold lower and the median peak height was 2-fold lower in the absence of
aphidicolin. This is consistent with MiDAS occurring at a low frequency in these
cells.
We classified MiDAS sites depending on whether the EdU-seq signal was
detected as a single-peak or as a double-peak (Fig. 5.1A,B). Mitotic EdU-seq was
used to demonstrate that MiDAS at common fragile sites is initiated at the border
of the under-replicated regions (Macheret et al., 2020). Therefore, MiDAS at
larger under-replicated regions appears as double-peaks, whilst it appears as
single-peaks in shorter under-replicated regions. In the same report, the authors
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Fig.

5.1.

Detection

of

MiDAS

in

BRCA2-proficient

H1299+shBRCA2DOX treated or not with aphidicolin.
Top: Genome-wide average sigma value of (A) all MiDAS peaks for
H1299+shBRCA2DOX or (B) of all double- or single MiDAS peaks for
H1299+shBRCA2DOX treated with 0.2 µM aphidicolin (+APH). The height
of the peaks is adjusted so that each MiDAS region contributes equally to
the plot. Bottom: Heatmaps showing MiDAS signal, each line
corresponding to one MiDAS region. Span of genomic regions is 0.7 Mb.
showed that increased aphidicolin concentration in S phase-progressing cells
leads to larger under-replicated regions upon mitotic entry and thus, an increase
in the number of MiDAS regions classifying as double-peaks. Consistent with this,
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we detected double-peak MiDAS sites in H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells treated with
aphidicolin, albeit less frequently than single-peaks (Fig. 5.1B), but not in control
untreated cells (Fig. 5.1A).
We next compared our results with previously identified MiDAS sites in
aphidicolin-treated U2OS cells (Macheret et al., 2020). In this study, the authors
used mitotic EdU-seq to detect MiDAS at 373 distinct sites across three cell lines,
which encompassed all 73 known common fragile sites mapped to large genes
(Wilson et al., 2015). MiDAS sites exhibited common fragile site-specific features.
In particular, these regions were found to replicate in mid- or late S phase, to be
actively transcribed, to lack replication origins and to correlate with chromosome
rearrangements present in cancers. Hence, mitotic EdU-seq can be used as a
high-resolution surrogate to map common fragile sites. We confirmed that the
MiDAS sites identified in aphidicolin-treated H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells
correspond to known common fragile sites. As an example, MiDAS was detected
in both H1299+shBRCA2DOX and U2OS cells within the FHIT and the WWOX
genes (Fig. 5.2A), which encompass the FRA3B and the FRA16D common
fragile sites, respectively (Ohta et al., 1996; Bednarek et al., 2000). This was also
confirmed by genome-wide analysis of all MiDAS sites in H1299+shBRCA2DOX
or U2OS cells treated with aphidicolin. Indeed, amongst the 293 MiDAS sites
identified in aphidicolin-treated U2OS cells, 162 (55%) were also found in
aphidicolin-treated H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells (Fig. 5.2B). The partial overlap
between the two cells lines is consistent with the heterogeneity of common fragile
sites observed in different cell types by both cytogenetic and DNA sequencing
methods (Le Tallec et al., 2013; Macheret et al., 2020). Finally, double-peaks
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Fig. 5.2. MiDAS upon aphidicolin treatment takes place at known
common fragile sites.
(A) MiDAS signal (sigma value) detected at representative common
fragile sites in BRCA2-proficient U2OS treated with 0.4 µM aphidicolin
(+APH) (Macheret et al., Cell Research 2020) and H1299+shBRCA2DOX
treated with 0.2 µM aphidicolin. Gene names and genomic coordinates
are indicated below. Genic regions coloured in green or red indicate
forward or reverse direction of transcription, respectively. Maximal peak
height detected in H1299+shBRCA2DOX +APH cells (in sigma units):
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PARD3B: 131.4; FHIT: 237.9; WWOX:63.3; ELAVL2: 24.6; LSAMP: 6.4.
Bin resolution: 10 kb. (B) Venn diagram shows common MiDAS regions
between BRCA2-proficient U2OS treated with aphidicolin (+APH)
(Macheret et al., 2020) and H1299+shBRCA2DOX treated with aphidicolin.
(C) Genome-wide classification of MiDAS as single or double peaks in
BRCA2-proficient U2OS treated with aphidicolin (Macheret et al., 2020)
and H1299+shBRCA2DOX treated with aphidicolin.
were observed less frequently than single-peaks in both cells line (Fig. 5.2C) and
corresponded to larger, known common fragile sites (Fig. 5.2A; (Macheret et al.,
2020). We therefore concluded that aphidicolin-induced MiDAS maps to common
fragile sites in H1299+shBRCA2DOX.
Of note, we did not include EdU-unlabelled samples as negative control.
These samples would allow to confirm the specificity of the pull-down method for
EdU-labelled DNA. However, the quasi-absence of EdU incorporation in BRCA2proficient cells and the detection of MiDAS at common fragile site in aphidicolintreated cells are in good agreement with previously published data and suggest
that the EdU-seq assay specifically detects nascent DNA.

5.3 Detection of MiDAS in BRCA2-deficient cells
Next, we performed mitotic EdU-seq to detect MiDAS in BRCA2-deficient
H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells using the previously described protocols (Chapter 4).
We detected MiDAS at 150 loci (Fig.5.3, -BRCA2), which we classified depending
on their EdU-seq signal. Whilst 108 (72%) sites were classified as single-peaks,
42 sites exhibited multiple EdU-seq peaks. The EdU-seq signal detected at the
latter did not classify as double-peak such as those observed in aphidicolintreated cells (Fig. 5.1B) and consequently were labelled as multiple peaks
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Fig.

5.3.

Detection

of

MiDAS

in

BRCA2-deficient

H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells.
Top: Genome-wide average sigma value of all multiple- or single MiDAS
peaks for BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX.

The height of the

peaks is adjusted so that each MiDAS region contributes equally to the
plot. Bottom: Heatmaps showing MiDAS signal, each line corresponding
to one MiDAS region. Span of genomic regions is 0.7 Mb.
(Fig.5.3). The median EdU-seq peak height (σ-value) was 2-fold lower in BRCA2deficient cells (Fig.5.3, -BRCA2) than in aphidicolin-treated BRCA2-proficient
cells (Fig. 5.1B, +BRCA2 +APH). The maximal peak height in BRCA2-deficent
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cells (Fig.5.3, -BRCA2) was 2-fold lower than in aphidicolin-treated cells (Fig.
5.1B, +BRCA2 +APH), yet 2-fold higher than in untreated BRCA2-proficient cells
(Fig. 5.1A, +BRCA2). Altogether this shows that BRCA2-inactivation (BRCA2i)induced MiDAS can be detected by mitotic EdU-seq in the absence of exogenous
stress.

5.4 BRCA2 abrogation does not activate MiDAS at common
fragile sites
We then compared MiDAS sites triggered by BRCA2 abrogation with common
fragile sites induced by aphidicolin treatment identified by mitotic EdU-seq in the
same cell line. Surprisingly, we did not detect MiDAS at common fragile sites in
BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells (-BRCA2), as illustrated at the
FRA1E or 3p12 common fragile sites, found within the DPYD (Hormozian et al.,
2007) or CADM2 genes (Le Tallec et al., 2011), respectively (Fig. 5.4A).
Conversely, we did not detect aphidicolin-induced MiDAS at the sites identified
upon BRCA2 abrogation (Fig. 5.4A). Genome-wide comparison of MiDAS events
in BRCA2-deficient cells (Fig.5.3, -BRCA2) and in aphidicolin-treated BRCA2proficient cells (Fig. 5.1B, +BRCA2 +APH) confirmed this observation. Indeed,
amongst the 487 unique MiDAS sites identified, only 6 were common to both
datasets (Fig. 5.4B). We concluded that BRCA2 abrogation triggers MiDAS at
genomic loci that are distinct from common fragile sites.

5.5 BRCA2 abrogation activates MiDAS within genomic regions
that replicate during early S phase
To

investigate

the

differences

between

BRCA2i-induced

MiDAS

and
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Fig. 5.4. BRCA2 inactivation and aphidicolin-treatment trigger
MiDAS at distinct genomic regions.
(A) MiDAS signal (sigma value) detected at representative sites in
BRCA2-proficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells treated with aphidicolin
(+BRCA2 +APH) and BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells (BRCA2). The plot showing overlay of the two conditions is scale 1:1.
Gene names and genomic coordinates are indicated below. Maximal
peak height detected in H1299+shBRCA2DOX +BRCA2 +APH cells (in
sigma units): DPYD: 102.8; CADM2: 38.1. Maximal peak height detected
in H1299+shBRCA2DOX -BRCA2 cells (in sigma units): NCOR2: 20.8;
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Multiple genes: 13.5. Bin resolution: 10 kb. (B) Venn diagram shows
common

MiDAS

regions

between

BRCA2-proficient

H1299+shBRCA2DOX treated with aphidicolin (+BRCA2 +APH) and
BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX (-BRCA2).
aphidicolin-induced MiDAS, we decided to characterise MiDAS sites relative to
their replication timing in S phase. We used publicly available replication timing
data from asynchronous U2OS cells (Macheret and Halazonetis, 2018)
generated by REPLI-seq (Hansen et al., 2010).
Common fragile sites replicate in late S phase (Le Beau et al., 1998; Debatisse
and Rosselli, 2019; Macheret et al., 2020). Indeed, aphidicolin-treatment
triggered MiDAS within the late S phase replicating CADM2 gene (Fig. 5.5A).
Genome-wide analysis of all common fragile sites identified by mitotic EdU-seq
in aphidicolin-treated H1299+shBRCA2DOX indicated that 54% (188) and 41%
(142) of the MiDAS sites mapped to mid- and late S phase replicating domains,
respectively (Fig. 5.5B, +BRCA2 +APH). Compared to
early- and late- S replicating domains, mid-S replicating domains are overrepresented in REPLI-seq data (Fig. 5.5C). To test if aphidicolin-induced MiDAS
was preferentially activated at regions harbouring a particular replication timing,
we normalised the number of MiDAS events observed within each replication
timing group against its genomic size. This confirmed that aphidicolin-induced
MiDAS sites occurred with higher frequency in mid- or late-S phase replicating
domains (Fig. 5.5D. +BRCA2 +APH).
We then applied the same method to analyse the replication timing of the
MiDAS sites detected upon BRCA2 abrogation. We found that MiDAS sites were
not randomly distributed across the genome in BRCA2-deficient cells but
preferentially map to early S phase replicating domains (70%; Fig. 5.5D, -BRCA2)
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whilst only one third (29%) mapped to mid-S phase replicating domains (Fig.
5.5B, -BRCA2). As an example, MiDAS was triggered within the early replicating
NCOR2 gene (Fig. 5.5A). This demonstrates that aphidicolin-treatment or BRCA2
abrogation do not only trigger MiDAS at distinct sets of genomic loci, but that
these loci differ in their replication timing.

Fig. 5.5. BRCA2 inactivation triggers MiDAS at early S phase
replicating domains.
(A) MiDAS signal (sigma value) detected at representative sites in
BRCA2-proficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX treated with aphidicolin (+BRCA2
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+APH) and BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells (-BRCA2).
Replication timing are data from U2OS cells (Macheret and Halazonetis,
2018). Blue, green or yellow colours indicate early, mid or late S phase,
respectively. (B) Number of MiDAS regions within early, mid or late S
phase replicating domains for in BRCA2-proficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX
cells treated with aphidicolin (+BRCA2 +APH) and BRCA2-deficient
H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells (-BRCA2). (C) Fraction of the genome
classified as early, mid or late S phase replicating domain. (D) Frequency
of MiDAS regions shown in (B) corrected for the replicating domain size
shown in (C).

5.6 Resemblance

between

the

aphidicolin-induced

MiDAS

pattern in BRCA2-proficient and BRCA2-deficient cells
We then compared the effect of BRCA2 abrogation in the context of aphidicolininduced replication stress. Under these conditions, we detected MiDAS at 290
loci, which we classified as double- or single-peaks (Fig. 5.6A, C). Next, we
examined the replication timing of the genomic regions where MiDAS was
detected. Consistent with aphidicolin causing chromosome fragility in late-S
phase replicating regions of the genome, we found that aphidicolin-induced
MiDAS in BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells mapped to mid- or late-S
phase replicating domains (Fig. 5.6B). In contrast, only few regions mapped to
early-S phase replicating domain. Indeed, 94% of the aphidicolin-induced sites
detected upon BRCA2 abrogation overlapped with aphidicolin-induced MiDAS
sites found in control cells (Fig. 5.6D). Yet, we have not tested whether the 17
remaining MiDAS sites were also detected in non-treated BRCA2-deficient cells.
We therefore concluded that, under these conditions, aphidicolin-treatment in
BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells triggers MiDAS at common fragile
sites and not at the previously identified BRCA2i-induced MiDAS sites (Fig. 5.4).
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Why BRCA2i-induced MiDAS is not detected when upon combination of
aphidicolin-treatment and BRCA2 abrogation is yet unclear. More careful analysis

Fig. 5.6. Comparison of aphidicolin-induced MiDAS in BRCA2proficient and BRCA2-deficient cells.
(A) Top: Genome-wide average sigma value of all double- or single
MiDAS peaks for BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells treated with
0.2 µM aphidicolin (-BRCA2 +APH). The height of the peaks is adjusted
so that each MiDAS region contributes equally to the plot. Bottom:
Heatmaps showing MiDAS signal, each line corresponding to one MiDAS
region. Span of genomic regions is 0.7 Mb. (B) Number of MiDAS regions
within early, mid or late S phase replicating domains for in BRCA2106

deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells treated with aphidicolin (-BRCA2
+APH). (C) Genome-wide classification of MiDAS as single or double
peaks in BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX treated with aphidicolin (BRCA2 +APH). (D) Venn diagram shows common MiDAS regions
between BRCA2-proficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells treated with
aphidicolin (+BRCA2 +APH) and BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX
treated with aphidicolin (-BRCA2 +APH).
will be required to ensure that high levels of EdU incorporation at common fragile
sites does not mask the BRCA2i-induced MiDAS signal within early-S phase
replicating domains. However, the slower mitotic entry in aphidicolin-treated cells
compared to untreated cells (17.5 and 10.5 hours after release from thymidine,
respectively) could permit the repair of early-S phase under-replicated regions.
Alternatively, one could hypothesis that reduced fork speed may prevent the
accumulation under-replicated DNA during early-S phase in the absence of
BRCA2.

5.7 Discussion
In this thesis chapter we used mitotic EdU-seq (Chapter 4; (Macheret et al.,
2020)) to detect MiDAS events. Using this approach, we detected MiDAS at 347
loci in aphidicolin-treated, BRCA2-proficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells, including
within the FRA3B, FRA16D, FRA1E, FRA3p12 and FRA3q13.3 common fragile
sites (Fig.5.2A and Fig. 5.4A). In contrast, we detected very low levels of MiDAS
activation in untreated control cells (Fig. 5.1). Consistent with the concept that
low doses of aphidicolin decrease replication rates and obstruct common fragile
sites replication in mid- and late S phase, we found that 95% of the aphidicolininduced MiDAS sites mapped to mid or late S phase replicating domains. We
concluded that these 347 MiDAS sites represent the common fragile sites of
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H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells. These common fragile sites partially overlapped with
MiDAS sites identified in aphidicolin-treated U2OS cells (Macheret et al., 2020).
We applied the same analysis to BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells and
detected MiDAS at 150 loci (Fig.5.3). Importantly, these loci did not correspond
to common fragile sites identified in these cells (Fig. 5.4B) and instead mapped
to regions replicating during early S phase (Fig. 5.5A-C). Our EdUseq-HU
experiments showed that BRCA2 abrogation does not alter early replication origin
firing (Dagg et al., under revision). It is therefore unlikely that under-replication of
early S phase replicating regions is due to changes in the replication timing
program upon BRCA2 abrogation. Moreover, BRCA2 abrogation results in a mild
decrease in replication fork speed (Dagg et al., under revision), yet not to the
same extent as aphidicolin treatment. Our flow cytometry analysis confirmed that
the time required for DNA duplication following release from thymidine block was
not affected by the BRCA2 status (Chapter 4). Taken together, this suggests that
BRCA2i-induced genome under-replication and MiDAS do not originate from
reduced replication speed or premature mitotic entry, but from yet unknown
mechanisms.
DNA replication is tightly controlled to ensure that the genome is replicated
once (and only once) per cell cycle (Petropoulos et al., 2019). Whilst loading of
the MCM machinery is restricted to G1 phase, deregulation of origin licensing
factors (e.g., loss of geminin) cause de novo origin firing in G2 phase and
therefore lead to re-replication (Wohlschlegel et al., 2000; Yanow, Lygerou and
Nurse, 2001). Because BRCA2 has not been reported to regulate origin licensing
and BRCA2 abrogation has not been associated with over-replicated genome
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before mitotic entry, the EdU-signal detected in BRCA2-deficient cells is unlikely
to result from de novo origin firing in late G2.
In contrast, several lines of evidence suggest a link between DNA
synthesis in mitosis and stalled replication forks in S phase. First, BRCA2deficient cells accumulate mitotic abnormalities, such as FANCD2 foci or DNA
bridges, the latter requiring MUS81 activity for their resolution (Feng and Jasin,
2017; Lai et al., 2017). Second, these cells accumulated G1 abnormalities
following mitotic progression, such as multinucleation and 53BP1 nuclear bodies
(Feng and Jasin, 2017; Lai et al., 2017), which have been shown to arise at
under-replicated loci (Lukas et al., 2011). Third, BRCA2i-induced MiDAS regions
replicated in early S phase, a feature shared with ERFSs (Barlow et al., 2013).
Indeed, HU-induced fork stalling caused fragile site expression at these genomic
loci.
To test whether replication fork stalling underlies the activation of MiDAS
in BRCA2-deficient cells, one could identify sites of stalled replication forks using
chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-seq). In the
absence of BRCA2, ssDNA is rapidly coated by RPA, which is subsequently
phosphorylated at serine 33 (S33) by ATR (Zeman and Cimprich, 2014). Hence,
ChIP-seq of RPA or RPA (S33) may be used as a marker of stalled replication
forks in BRCA2-deficient cells. The exact experimental conditions will have to be
determined. For example, ChIP of RPA (S33) can be done in asynchronous or
synchronous cells or following HU treatment. To determine the optimal
conditions, quantitative image-based cytometry (QIBC) could permit to monitor
the accumulation of ssDNA (e.g., RPA or RPA (S33) foci) at the different stages
of S phase.
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Microscopy-based detection of EdU foci in mitosis could bring mechanistic
insights into the possible functions of BRCA2 at stalled replication forks. Indeed,
modulation of the fork stability (e.g., depletion or inhibition of MRE11), plasticity
(e.g., depletion of HLTF or SMARCAL) or restart (e.g. depletion of PrimPol or
POLQ) could inform on how BRCA2 promotes chromosome integrity.
Finally, why early replicating regions require BRCA2 for their replication
remains unknown. A possible explanation is the increase in replicationtranscription conflicts in early S phase (Barlow et al., 2013; Macheret and
Halazonetis, 2018). For example, aberrant origin firing within transcribed regions
leads to fork stalling and collapse (Macheret and Halazonetis, 2018). To test this
hypothesis, one could assess the proximity of BRCA2i-induced MiDAS sites to
constitutive or to oncogene-induced origins. Moreover, mapping of newly
synthesised RNA using EU-seq in early S phase could whether transcription in S
phase impacts on DNA synthesis in mitosis.
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Chapter 6
Discussion and conclusion
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6.1 Micronuclei

formation

and

innate

immune

response

signalling
We performed RNA-seq to identify transcriptional changes upon BRCA2
abrogation, using shRNA-mediated BRCA2 silencing in H1299+shBRCA2DOX
and MDA-MB-231+shBRCA2DOXcells. We compared both the immediate, shortterm, and the long-term response between BRCA2-proficient and -deficient cells.
Our analysis revealed a two-stage adaptation to BRCA2 abrogation.
Upon short-term BRCA2 abrogation, the expression of genes participating
in cell cycle, organelle fission, chromosome segregation, DNA replication and
DNA repair pathways was significantly down-regulated (Reisländer et al., 2019).
Consistent with previous reports (Lai et al., 2017; Tacconi et al., 2017), these
cells also exhibited slower proliferation rates (Reisländer et al., 2019),
characterised by an extended G1 phase. Therefore, the DNA replication and
repair defects associated with BRCA2 abrogation cause growth defects even in
p53-deficient cells. This suggests that TP53 mutation is not sufficient to promote
cell survival upon BRCA2 loss (Hakem et al., 1997; Heijink et al., 2019).
Long-term BRCA2 abrogation was associated with a type I interferon
signature, where ISGs were significantly up-regulated. We performed RT-qPCR
and found that the expression of these genes increased over time in BRCA2deficient cells. Detection of ruptured micronuclei by cGAS was shown to activate
the innate immune response signalling. We found that the number of cGASinfiltrated micronuclei increased in a time-dependant manner after BRCA2
abrogation (Reisländer et al., 2019), which was in line with other studies (Ban et
al., 2001; Heijink et al., 2019). Moreover, cGAS surveillance resulted in
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phosphorylation of IRF3 and STAT1, two effectors of the type I IFN response.
This demonstrates that BRCA2 loss is immunogenic.
Whether the immune system only acts as a barrier against tumorigenesis
or whether inflammation promotes cancer onset is still unclear (Zitvogel et al.,
2015; Gonzalez, Hagerling and Werb, 2018). Also unknown is whether tissuespecific cancer predisposition is regulated by immune response signalling.
Additionally, the innate and adaptive immunity could be modulated to reduce the
risk of developing cancer. It would therefore be particularly interesting to assess
the potential role of immune response signalling in pre-cancerous cells in the
context germline heterozygous BRCA2 mutations. A recent study demonstrated
that aldehyde-induced BRCA2 haploinsufficiency is associated with chromosome
instability (Tan et al., 2017). Whilst this may, in part, explain how monoallelic
BRCA2 mutations promotes genomic instability, it also suggests that induced
haploinsufficiency may trigger an immune response signalling. It will therefore be
important to assess whether this haploinsufficiency is immunogenic and whether
this promotes tumorigenesis or can, alternatively, be targeted therapeutically to
prevent cancer onset in heterozygous carriers of BRCA2 mutations.
BRCA2-deficient cells are sensitive to DNA damaging drugs, prominently
PARP inhibitors (Bryant et al., 2005; Farmer et al., 2005; Lord and Ashworth,
2017), and exposure to DNA damaging agents was shown to trigger an immune
response signalling (Reisländer, Groelly and Tarsounas, 2020). We found that
treatment with the PARP inhibitor olaparib, the G-quadruplex stabilizer
pyridostatin or the alkylating agent chlorambucil induced DSBs and increased the
type I IFN signalling in BRCA2-deficient cells. Similarly, olaparib-induced
eradication of BRCA1-deficient tumours relied, in part, on activation of the hosts’
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immune system (Ding et al., 2018; Pantelidou et al., 2019) and PARP inhibitors
synergised with immune checkpoint inhibitors (Higuchi et al., 2015; Ding et al.,
2018; Pantelidou et al., 2019; Sen et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019). Loss of other
DNA damage response proteins, such as ATM (Hartlova et al., 2015), BLM
(Gratia et al., 2019) or ERCC1 (Chabanon et al., 2019) have been associated
with activation of the innate immunity and this may inform novel therapy
combinations in the clinic (Reisländer, Groelly and Tarsounas, 2020). In contrast,
loss of MMR factors does not trigger a type I IFN system but is associated with
neoantigen presentation (Germano et al., 2017) and response to immunotherapy
(Le et al., 2015; Schumacher, Scheper and Kvistborg, 2019). Future studies will
be necessary to unveil the role of ISGs, for example those mediating ISGylation
reactions, and determine whether their expression can be therapeutically
exploited.

6.2 Replication defects and mitotic DNA synthesis (MiDAS)
Loss of BRCA2 results in mitotic abnormalities characterised by chromosome
bridges, chromosome mis-segregation and cytokinesis failure (Feng and Jasin,
2017; Lai et al., 2017). MiDAS is activated in BRCA2-deficient cells and facilitates
chromosome segregation. This prompted us to identify genomic regions which
remain under-replicated upon mitotic entry in the absence of BRCA2. Hence, we
performed mitotic EdU-seq (Macheret et al., 2020) in BRCA2-proficient and
BRCA2-deficient H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells treated or not with low-dose
aphidicolin and identified loci where MiDAS occurs.
Treatment with aphidicolin induced MiDAS at common fragile sites,
independently of the BRCA2 status. Most of the regions presented a single
MiDAS peak, and double-peaks corresponded to cytogenetically-defined
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common fragile sites, including within the FHIT and WWOX genes. The numbers
of MiDAS sites observed is likely to reflect the higher resolution of EdU-seq
methods. Indeed, chromosome gaps may only be observed at large underreplicated loci which were not fully repaired by MiDAS (Macheret et al., 2020).
BRCA2 abrogation triggered MiDAS at 150 sites, which were distinct from
aphidicolin-induced common fragile sites. These loci corresponded to early S
phase replicating regions, hence shared similarities with ERFSs (Barlow et al.,
2013). Further analysis will be required to determine the mechanisms underlying
the instability of ERFSs and BRCA2i-induced fragile sites. ERFSs are sensitive
to HU-induced fork stalling (Barlow et al., 2013) and are contain sequences prone
to harbour unusual structures (Tubbs et al., 2018). Moreover, ATR orchestrates
stalled fork protection (Saldivar, Cortez and Cimprich, 2017) and its inhibition
caused ERFSs and common fragile sites expression (Barlow et al., 2013). In
contrast, HR-deficient but not fork protection-deficient BRCA2 mutants caused
mitotic abnormalities (Feng and Jasin, 2017). However, BRCA2-mediated fork
restart relies on the formation of stable RAD51 nucleofilament and template
switch reactions. Accordingly, failure to inactive intragenic origins and
subsequent fork collapse may underlie chromosome fragility in early S phase
replicating regions (Debatisse and Rosselli, 2019; Macheret et al., 2020). Indeed,
oncogene-induced origin firing results in lethal DNA replication defects in BRCA2deficient cells (Dagg et al., under revision).
We did not detect MiDAS within regions replicating in early S phase in
BRCA2-deficient cells treated with aphidicolin. Whilst this may be a consequence
of longer S phase in these cells, it may also result from reduced fork speed.
Indeed, deregulated replication fork speed causes DNA damage (Maya-Mendoza
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et al., 2018). Accordingly, slower rate of replication after initial replication defects
may prevent fragility of regions replicating in late S phase.

6.3 The role of BRCA2 for genome and chromosome stability
BRCA2 mediates HR, which prevents mutagenic DSB repairs (Chang et al.,
2017; Scully et al., 2019). Moreover, BRCA2 acts at stalled replication fork, where
it protects nascent DNA from nucleolytic degradation (Saldivar, Cortez and
Cimprich, 2017; Berti, Cortez and Lopes, 2020). The tumour suppressor also
restarts stalled replication forks via template switch, which promotes continuous
replication and is an alternative to error-prone DNA translesion synthesis (Quinet
et al., 2021). Altogether, this shows that BRCA2 promotes genome integrity.
BRCA2 ensures chromosome integrity, possibly by facilitating replication
of certain genomic regions which replicate in early S phase. In the absence of
BRCA2, these loci remain under-replicated upon mitotic onset and require
MUS81 activity to trigger MiDAS and ensure chromosome segregation. Why
early-replicating regions require BRCA2 for their replication is yet unknown. In
mitosis, BRCA2 ensures chromosome alignment prior to their segregation (Ehlen
et al., 2020). Hence, BRCA2 abrogation is associated with micronuclei formation,
although it is likely that a subset of the micronuclei observed in these cells
originates from DNA repair or replications defects. Micronuclei formation links
BRCA2 abrogation to activation of the innate immunity. Therefore, whilst loss of
BRCA2 causes loss of chromosome integrity, which is tumorigenic, it also triggers
immune responses required for tumour elimination.
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Supplementary Fig. 1
(A) Asynchronous BRCA2-proficient (-DOX) or BRCA2-deficient (+DOX)
H1299+shBRCA2DOX cells were treated as indicated and subject to flow
cytometry analysis. The gating strategy to determine the S-to-M
progression is shown. (B) Percentage of phosphorylated Histone H3positive cells amongst EdU-positive cells using the strategy shown in (B).
Bars represent mean values and SEM of n = 3 independent experiments.
Dots represent value obtained from each experiment.
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